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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
Volume

XVII.

Number 22

Teachers Elected Club Work Ideals
The Roy school board met Monday
evening in regular session, attended
to details of the bond issue and allowed bills for current expenses amounting to $04.20.
The resignation of Dr. T. F. Self
was accepted and Dr. M. D. Gibbs
was appointed to fill the vacancy on

the board.
Salaries were fixed at $1000 for
rrineipal, $110.00 for 7th, 8th and
Spanish, and $100.00 per month for
the other grade teachers.
It was declared the policy, of the
board to hire only teachers with first
grade certificates and two or more
years' experience.
All of these teachers, except the
are graduates from
two
the Roy schools and their homes are
in or near Roy. They have served
an apprenticeship in the rural schools
and have made good.
Indications are that the school
building will be completed and ready
for school before December first,
.which will be going some if it can
be accomplished.

Lightning Kills
Jack Lyons, who lives on P. G
Haines farm 3 miles north of Roy
had six cattle killed by lightning in
the storm Saturday evening, four
They
milch cows and two calves.
were standing along, a wire fence in
a row and the bodies, were burned
considerably.
Mr. Lyons says these were all extra good cows and he appraises the
loss at $500.00. This is the first loss
of farm stock reported this season,
and a lot of wire fences should be
grounded with wires driven into the
ground to prevent a lot more such
losses.

Roy will have one of the army
trucks forlroad work. The Trus
tees sent Bob Urunig and Henry
Baker after it th's week.
Floyd Ogden, of Helena, Mont.,
left Wednesday after a visit with his
parents and friends here. His mother accompanies him as far as Denver.
Hey, There, if you re looking for
a CHEAP TRACTOR don't buy a
RUMLY OIL PULL. If you are looking for a GOOD TRACTOR that it
worth Every Dollar you pay for it,
one that BURNS KEROSENE at all
load., THEN BUY the FAMOUS OIL
PULL, Sold by Andenon Machine
T-Pd.
Work.
F. A. Roy reports 850 lambs from
his flock out of a possible 1000 at his
Chicosa ranch. He has been commis-

sioned special Prohibition officer for
Roy and vicinity with powers of a
Deputy Sheriff and proposes to put
a stop to the bootlegging that has
been so prevalent of late.
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Dodds returned
Monday from Springfield, 111., driving
through in their car. They were accompanied by Mrs. W. L. Hodde, who
will visit here for a time. Mr. Dodds
may establish himself here permanently, in the undertaking business.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lucas drove
to Dawson Sunday in their car to vis-

For the past ten or twelve years
there has been a steady drift of the
young people of thé rural districts
toward the city. This drift has become so great that a need has been
seen by the National Government to
take steps to prevent and in a measure curtail it. Upon investigation it
has been found that. high wages and
short hours are not the 'only causes
d
migration but that
for a
the amusements and society of the
city play important parts. There has
not been enough social life, not
enough amusement, in the country,
and the young men and wontcn of the
rural districts have gone where such
society and amusement could be obtained. In a word the young people
have not been educated tq the country.
The need of educating and amus
ing the boys and girls was seen an
steps have been taken to fill that
The primary step being th
need.
forming of social and educational
clubs among the boys and girls. Boys
and Girls' clubs have become national
institutions and are doing their bi
toward helping to maintain a perman
ent rural population.
What are Boys' and Girls' clubs'
They are regularly organized clubs
among boys and girls within the ages
of ten to eighteen with the purpose of
teaching their members some useful
facts in agriculture or home econom
ics and, too, affording them a social
connection, a good time. Their mem
bers take up some project, such as
raising a pig or a calf, or sewing or
cooking, and under the tuition of a
leader carry that project
local
through a year to successful comple
tion. Boys and Girls clubs not only
offer some education but also a
chance for their members to meet socially, to get together and to have a
pood time.
In order that club work may be a
success in any community there must
bo two things present. There must
be a desire for club work in the com
munity and there must be some one in
that community who is willing to devote a little time and a great deal of
enthusiasm to the work. If you are
interested in club work, if you want
to see it crow, if you want it in your
community, write or talk to W. B.
Foster, at Roy.
city-war-

Trinidad McGrath orders his
sent to Mills in future. He has left
his ranch on Route 1 and will live at
Mills this summer.
S--

G. R. Abernathy, president of the
Farmers Mutual Hail association, took
Neis Benson and Henry Farr with him
to adjust losses of wheat fields by
Fred
hail at Mosquero Sunday.
Tinker, C. C. Moore and J. M. Cad-dewere three hail victims who were
insured and there were several more
Mr. Tinker
who had no insurance.
had an almost tqtal loss of his fine
wheat field and had insured it only
5 hours before the hail 'got it. It is
unusual that he had never before
carried hail insurance and this was
his first loss by hail.
Paul Haines is the busiest man in
town this week writing Mutual Hail
Insurance. The 200 limit of this company will be reached long before all
are insured who want and need it.
The formation of another company is
oing to be necessary.
ll

it Fred and other friends there.
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OUR PRIVILEGE it is to oiler you those lines of
Merchandise

for which

we

reel

not apologize.

Among them
CASE

Tractors and Threshers

GRAND DETOUR Plow Implements
OVERLAND-FOU- R

Automobiles

WESTERN ELECTRIC Farm Light Plants
MAYTAG Gasoline and Electrk: Washers.

Lei Us Convnce you

SI!

Base Ball, Roy - Springer
The Base Ball game with 'Springer
Sunday was a disappointment. The
visitors arrived on time and went into the game with a defeated expression on their faces. They were the
tiredest looking lot that ever came up
on our diamond and the general
guess was that they had danced all
night and were not fit for the game.
Anyway, Roy romped all over them
with a score of 9 to 4, and they didn't even have to try to really play
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We have it on good authority
Tom Blankcnship writes from
East Texas, for his
and that George Ray and Miss Mary
says: "Have been enjoying my trip. Yates, of Kephart drove to Clay-

OVER

IT

Win-fiel-

n

M

S--

Haven't seen a
for two months.
Send mine hero in future. Have put
in :t modern
shop and
business is good account .of the high
price of shoes. I am thinking of the
cocl breezes of the mesa and would
enjoy them very much. It is real
summer here but the green beans,
peas, squashes, cucumbers and it is
berry time and the berry pies
every day. Regards to all friends on
the mesa."
(Now who do you suppose cooks all
these things for that old reprobate?)
S--

shoe-repa-

ball.
A good crowd was present and our
boys got some good practice work. It is well known that Springer can
and does play ball when at their best
and it is hoped the next game' will be

more interesting. In the meantime,
for real base .ball, commend us to
Mills and Roy to put it up.
The score was:
Roy:
Players, pos.
AB R II PO A E
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McMinimy,
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Malcum,
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0 0
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1

5
5 0

0

3
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ss.
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Davis, If.

Granger, p. .
Santistevan, lb
Bruce, cf.
Taylor, rf.
Total

40

1

3 0
3 0

0

20

0

1

0
9

áM

1

0 1
0

primary grade pupils left without a
teacher by the illness and necessary
absence of Mrs. Raynolds. This will
make it possible for the music pupils
to advance through the summer
months and is a very good arrangement.

40

'rn v

11

0 0
0 14 1
8 0 1
2 0 0
0 00
1

E. F. Ivey and his sister, Mrs.
returned last week from
spending the winter in California.
They were at Los Angeles and San
Diego and had a fine time but Mr.
Ivey frankly admits the mesa and his
friends here look mighty good to him
after all these months among flowers
and strangers.

35 4 8 24 19 4

Score by innings:

...

Roy

049 138 43

1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
2 0 1 3 3 0 0 Ox

Next game Roy plays at Springer
Sunday, June 13th, 1920.

M.Conner and wife started for
EIReno, Thursday. Mrs. C's father was injnree in an auto accident and hid life is tlespsdaired
of. they went in their ford.
The Anderson Garage received

their car load of

The Amusement Tax.

Jim Brown,s regular stunt

farm sales still, besides farming
tensively.
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acre. Her wheat prospect for this
year is also fine. She spent the winter in the cast, but has lived here
on the mesa too long to ever be satisfied in the east again.

If the road to Red River were even
made so that it would be practical to
drive to the top of the hill and look
down a thousand feet to the bridge it
would be a great Sunday diversion
and picnic trip. As it is it is too hard
on tires to bo ) popular trip except
to the edge of the woods and that is
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six-inc-

the new well Holder Bros, drilled for
him last week.
It is 170 feet and
water was found in a crevice in flint-rocEight feet was drilled below
the crevice and it seems like a river
of flowing water that can't be pumped to feaze it. The well is on top of
the hill where he has chosen his
buijding site and is a great find.

k.

Kay

Prof. O. O. Graham was tendered
the principalship, being unanimously
chosen. Miss Ernestine Grzelachovv-sU- i,
7th and 8th Grade and Spanish,
Mis-Lena Lusk, 5th and Gth grades.
The primary depr.rtm"nt is left for
importance
action at a latrr d.ite,
of securing the right teacher for the
primary, moved tho bord to pecial
car in this choice.

Carr says
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down.

It is planned to shoot the hole at
the bottom with a heavy charge of
dynamite and then drive the casing
down past the old bit, the shot making room for the bit to be crowded to
one side and the well will then be
continued at five Inches.
Just think of it, 9 reels at Roy
Theatre next Tuesday evening, "The
35" and "The Red Viper" at
the low price of 25 and 50c.
"The
35" which will bo
shown at the Roy Thei ;e next Tuesday evening, June 1 5tl will show the
actual sinking of 15 r.: s. The picture was taken aboa: tho German
Submarine and shows, the great destruction of the famous Water Dog.
You must see it.
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Saturday
JunelOlh
Smoked Picnic Hams,
Gallon Krar.t,

When a Pitcher Needs a Friend.
Small Things of Great Moment
Springer's idol gets the hookj
piece of twine lliat fell into the
steering gear of a
liner
cost the company $1.000.000 for reWord of Wise Man.
pairs and delay. A word carelessly
First get an absolute conquest over
dropped will sometíales cost a life of thyself and then thou wilt easily gov
regrets.
era thy wife. Fuller.-

26c.
G3c,

.

per pound
per Can

v

Brocrr.í, reg. 95c.

7üc. each

Large Oranges,

C5c.

a dozen

GOc.

gallon

7Cc,

(Watch this space every week.)

A

trans-Atlanti- c

ex-

Miss Inez Cate, of Solano, came to
Roy Sunday to visit friends, the
among them, and attend to some business matters.
Miss Cate made a
killing in wheat last year and has
recently shelled and sold her corn
crop which average 30 bushels per

"Velva,, Conntry Sorghum, Keg

ROY

tractors

Monday and the ones that were
sold were hnrried out into the
conntry and put to work. Another car of Rumleys is expected
daily, note their score in the of
ficial test in this issue.

S--

.ROY TELEPHONE COMPANY.

The Russel Company

Oil-Pu- ll

Rain almost every evening for several days and in copious quantities
has made the mesa one of the beauty
spots iof New Mexico. The wheat
which looked backward and unpronMs-in- g
a week ago is now heading, stool-in- g
and looking like a 100 per cent three miles from the bridge.
crop. Hail has damaged crops in
Mr. Bowen, District Agent for the
some places but only in small areas.
Intertype Co,, was here last week
The prospect for a bumper crop of
visiting the
and seeing about
everything was never as good as right
setting up our new machine when it
now.
arrives. He promises delivery in C
Omar Keene, formerly compositor weeks more and will come and set it
in the
office, has made a deal to up and teach us to operate it proper
take over the Mills Developer and run ly. He is enthusiastic over this mesa
it in future. Omar is young but he and surprised to find a place like it.
has the true instinct of the newspaper We hope to sell him a farm here when
man and we expect him to make good he returns.
in this field where he is needed and
h
The
casing for the Roy
will be appreciated.
well has arrived and some of the speCharley Farley is enthusiastic over cial tools for the new effort to go on

ABOUT TELEPHONE SERVICE
A rise in telephone rates in the
near future is imperative and the Roy
Telephone Co. announces that we are
at last obliged to increase our rates
to meet the advanced cost of operation and living expenses.
While all other telephone lines and
other public utilities have advanced
rates the Roy Telephone Co. has
rate
maintained the old pre-wthroughout. This has been possible
because we did all our own work and
had no pay-roto meet. Now it is
necessary to employ help and add
considerable expense to the equip
ment and a raise in rates is necessary
to meet the cost.
By the following comparison it will
clearly be observed that the business
cannot run on the old schedule of
rates. Ten years ago nearly every
thing cost about half or less of the
present-da- y
prices.
Then batteries
cost $18 to $21 per barrel, now they
cost $54, wire cost then $4 to $4.50
per 100, now $8.50 to $9.50; poles
that cost $1.42, now cost $3.18. Telephones that cost $9 to $11 now cost
$14 to $1G. Operators $4.50 to $G
per week, for ten hours, now $7 to
$10 for eight hours. Linemen got
$10 to 45, now $85 to $00.
A few more comparisons of then
and now:
Ten years ago it required 15 bushels of whea to pay for a year's telephone service, now it takes about 6
bushels.
Then it required 10 to 18
pounds of Iio.'H, now about '7 and so
on through the whole list.
We beg to ask the patrons of the
telephone company to rívc the matter
of higher rates a careful consideration and comparison with other classes of business, and occupations and
see if we are not justified in asking
higher rates.
The proposed rates operative this
month are as follows:
Business, (private)
$3.25 per mo,
Business, 2 on a line
3.00 pernio.
Business, 3 or more
2.75 per mo.
Residence, private
2.25 per mo.
2.00 per mo.
Residence, 2 on
Residence, 3 or more
1.75 per mo.
Rural lines, where installation and
upkeep is at expense of patron,
switch fees only, 75c per mo.
Yours for a Square Deal all around,

y-e- -s

S--

12 10

c

ton Thursday and were married.
Surprised? well
still
you cant tell, George will likely
be a model benedict when properly trained,

Col. Geo. Cochrane was in Roy
Miss Genevieve Brown ha3 formed Saturday and called to say hello to
He is going strong with
a class in piano and will carry on the the

AB R II PO A E
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4 0 1 0 0 0
4 2 1 12 10
4 1 1 1 12 0
30 9 13 27 18 3

Springer:
Players, pos.
Gerrard, 3b.
Salazar, 2b.

Springer

1

ir

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stone will give
one of the social events for which
their ranch 3 famous, at the ranch
house in Lacinia Canyon, Saturday,
June 19th. Invitations have been is
., iff.
""',Lli.
sued and a barbeque and ball are
Had the Batter In a Hole Most ol among the attractions offered. Those
who have ever enjoyed one of these
the Time.
events will appreciate the pleasure of
Albert to Mac
anticipating this one.

0 0
3 0

12 102

411

Total

Brown,

0

0 0

120
412
0
0

3b

Barret, lb.
Carris, rf.
Floersheim, cf.
Carr, 2b,
Branch, c.
McCargo,

3

4 3
4 0

Hester, ss.
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ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

'

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

A LETTER

Southwest News
V4

,H
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FORWOMEII

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

A

Western Newspaper Union New
W. A. Benson, federal

From a Woman Whose Serious 111'
ness Was Overcome by Lydia E.
Finkliam's Vegetable Compound.
Garnett, Kas. "I first took Lydia EL
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for a

Service.

prohibition
agent for Arizona, has been appointed
head of all prohibition agents In Arizona. In his new capacity Mr. Benson-wil- l
Instruct" nil federal prohibition
agents In Arizona as to their duties.
Elephant Butte dam has probably
saved the Rio Grande valley south of
Hot Springs from serious floods, according to reports from reclamation
service officials showing that the dam
will be filled In a few more days to Its
capacity of 2,000,000 acre feet.
HX V
E. R. Chambers, a Wlnslow, Ariz.,
cattleman, has purchased from the Aztec Land nnd Cattle Company, the
headquarters ranch and about 324
square miles of grazing land, lying
z
Hearing cmiiesis lur seats in tile convention,
1 ltepuuiiiuu uuuuinu
ui session in mii-ugCbevelon fork and Silver creek.
Giant, largest airplane ever built In America, constructed at College Point, L. L, for the army air service. 3
The deal Is one of the largest ever
Photograph showing the hull and keel of Shamrock IV, the America's cup challenger now having Its trial spins.
known In northern Arizona,,
Diamond drilling has started at the
Verde Combination at Jerome, Ariz. A
the, League of Nations was left for precluded him from placing any Interpretation upon United States criminal contract for 2,000 feet of drilling bns
the party chiefs to formulate In
MEWS REVIEW OF
It is understood that there will statutes under which possible viola- been let to the San Francisco Diamond
Drilling Company. According to E. L.
tors might escape prosecution.
be no mention of prohibition, although
"The legalistic method adopted by Bartholomew, considerable ore Is beWilliam Jennings Bryan went to Chi.
CURRENT
cago with the avowed purpose of In- the attorney general was wholly Inef- ing found In the 1,300 drift and prosducing the Republicans to adopt a fective as a means of price control; pects are continually more encouraging.
it gave apparent governmental sanc"dry" resolution.
tion to extremely high sugar prices,
Lowden Repudiates Two DeleThe postoffice at Claud, the oldest in
The spectacular event of the week which excited the cupidity of Cuban Curry county, N. M discontinued Mny
gates Who Accepted Money
In the convention city was the arrival producers and caused an advance In 31, for the reason that no one In the
of Senator Johnson to take personal the Cuban market."
From His Manager.
community would asume the duties of
Congressman "Billy" Mason of Illicharge of nls fight for the nomination.
post master. There is much 'red tape In
nois contributed his bit in the shape connection with the Job and the salary
The supporters of the Callforninii
gave him a great reception, with bands of charges that Mr. Pulmer and An- Is too small, to make it pny. The paOTHERS and banners and parades and much thony CamlnettI, commissioner general
BARS
trons of the office will be served by
noise, all of which was preliminary to of Immigration, used their offices to the office at Clovls.
a mass meeting arranged for the Audi- obtain exemption from the draft for
One MiMourl District Left Without
Maricopa county, Ariz., may spend
torium the night of June 7. The big J. Kemp Bartlett, Jr., nephew of the
$8,500,000 on Its
paved road
Representation
Johnson Welcomed
politicians,
who presumably control attorney general. According to copies
county has issued
program.
The
to Chicago Attorney General
majorof
correspondence
prinunpledged
to some extent the
between the
bonds for the project, nnd the
Palmer Receives Several
ity vote of the convention, watched cipals, submitted by Mason, CamlnettI
Rather Painful Blows.
the demonstration coolly and with ap- signed the certificate which led to the question of a further Issue of $4,500,000
praising eyes, as they were watching exemption, after the bead of the Im- came up nt a meeting of the board of
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
all popular demonstrations, for they migration service at Hot Springs had supervisors, county highway commission nnd the good roads committee of
When the senate colnmlttee on cam- know they must take real account of refused to make such an affidavit
the Chamber of Commerce In Phoenix.
comes
when
people
It
wishes
of
the
paign funds uncovered the truth about the
Representative Mason broke out In
The placer ground below the town of
the expenditure of $38,000 to promote to throwing their Influence to this canyet another spot last week, accusing Octave, Ariz., Is being prospected by
Governor Lowden's campaign for dele- didate or that.
Among the new headquarters opened Barney Baruch of having "stolen
gates from Missouri, the Lowden boost
churn drill with satisfactory results to
from the government In copper the operating company. More than
ers looked very blue and subdued and were those of Hoover, Butler and
alone." When Baruch wrote Mason twenty-fiv- e
boles have been drilled
everyone else was asking whether the Polndexter. Hoover, It was announced,
feet deep, lodisclosures were enough to kill the would not go to Chicago. Wood said demanding that he at once submit to from sixteen to sixty-fiv- e
governor's chances. Kobert E. Moore he would be at Fort Sheridan during congress and the attorney general the cated about 1,000 feet apart to deterand Nat Goldstein, who were elected the convention, and Governor Lowden evidence on which he based the mine placer values above bedrock for
delegates, told the committee that they said he would spend the week In the charges, Mason replied that since dredging or steam shovel development.
looking over his previous statement he
had each received from Emmerson, the executive mansion at Springfield.
Arizona stands third in the matter
The selection of Governor Allen of would amend it to say that "you and of the best public school system In the
Lowden manager, a check for $2,500
In
your
to
Wood
place
In
General
$200,000,000
Kansas
associates
stole
and had placed the mnuey In their own
United States, according to the Demany amateur copper alone." He added that the mat-te- r
caused
accounts, but Moore said that "since nomination
partment of Education of the Russell
on which he based his charges althere has been so much unpleasant prophets to forecast a repetition of
Sage Foundation, which has announced
publicity about It," they are going to the sensation of the convention of ready was before congress in conneca comparative study of state school
nomi1880.
Then Garfield made the
tion with the Investigation of war ex- systems.
return the money to Lowden. NationFirst place is assigned to
al Committeeman Babler and E. L. nating speech for John Sherman, and penditures.
Montana, second to California, third to
"Tou certainly do not expect me to
Morse of Excelsior Springs made ad- was himself nominated after a
Arizona, fourth to New Jersey and
Though Allen has present this matter to your particular
deadlock.
missions concerning the use of Lowden
fifth to Washington.
money In Missouri which showed that, not been a candidate he has often friend, Mr. Palmer, attorney general,"
Mystery of the disappearance more
possiMason
an
been
Mr.
mentioned
as
said,
shall,
eminent
and
added:
"I
most
construction,
favorable
under the
the governor's campaign there was bility If none of the leading aspirants If I live, ask the attorney general of than a month ago of George H. Frey-dpioneer ranchman, has been solved.
The the United States after March 4, 1921,
can get the necessary votes.
conducted with unpardonable stupidIs
uninstructed to proceed civilly and criminally A coroner's Jury decided a body found
Kansas delegation
ity.
iu a tunnel on Freyda's ranch near Poagainst you and your associates."
but Is supposedly for Wood.
Lowden leaders at the Chicago headland, Ariz., was that of Freyda. The
quarters held a hasty conference and
body
lay on a ladder, on wbcib It apgovernor
Delaby
a
statement
then
Issued
Women
Roused
the
the failure of the
friends of "free Ireland"
ware legislature to ratify the woman heckled the senate the other day and parently had been carried Into the
which. In the opinion of his friends,
quite rehabilitated his wobbling boom suffrage amendment,' the National were ejected from the galleries. Next tunnel, A blanket and a heavy woodand made everything all right again. Woman's party planned a great dem- day they burned a Brjtish flag in front en door, taken from the mouth of the
He denounced Moore and Goldstein as onstration in Chicago for the opening of the treasury building. The senators tunnel, covered the body.
day of the convention to Impress on were quite willing a while ago to
unfit to sit in the national convention
Renewal of oil leases on state land
the Republican party the Importance
"horn In" on Great Britain's Irish near Holbrook, Ariz., was authorized
and emphatically repudiated their support and votes. "This goes for any of giving the cause full recognition in problem, but they don't want anyone In a resolution adopted by the State
other delegate or delegates, If any, Its platform. The Delaware law- to urge them to do It again.
Land Board. The leases are now apsimilarly situated," he added. He de- makers Ignored an appeal from PresiOver In Ireland the "republicans"
proaching termination and uneasiness
clared his Instructions to Emmerson dent Wilson and adjourned without a are devoting themselves mainly to the
has been felt by some companies and
were to use money only for legitimate vote on the matter, and the suffragists destruction of police barracks, and
Individuals Interested In oil developpurposes, and that his malinger aswill now center thelrt efforts on Vermeanwhile parliament Is making progment. The board recently Instructed
mont
Only
one
two
payments
to
the
sured him the
state ress with the home rule bill. The Inand Connecticut.
the land commission to renew no state
g
dications are that the whole
Missourlans were mnrte In January, on Is lacking to ratify the amendment.
pending Inspection and requarrel will be settled by the adoption land leases
the representation that the money was
as to rentals. The board
appraising
Is
travela
General
of
Attorney
their
required for the organization
of dominion form of government for
Palmer
said It ncted to permit development
ing a rocky road toward the White the Emerald Isle.
districts.
operations to be completed.
House, If indeed he Is moving In that
Atando ilontoya, 25 years old, a catAnother Missouri scandal developed direction. The senate committee, In
Gregory Krassln, Russian bolshevik
during the hearing of contests before Its search for the mysterious McAdoo minister of trade and commerce, wai tleman of San Domingo, N. M. was
the national committee, and resulted boom, called Judge E. C. Bonniwell granted a hearing In London by Lloyd kiüed by lightning while driving to
In one district losing Its representaof Philadelphia, the McAdoo leader In George and other members of the gov- town.
tion In the convention.
This district Pennsylvania and a fine display of fire- ernment and It was reported he was
highway beThe Atlantic-Pacifi- c
Is the Fifth, comprising 19 Kansas works resulted. Bonniwell started In given permission to open a central of. tween St. Louis and Tucumcnrl, N. M.,
to lambaste Palmer, charging that the flee In the city for the resumption of
City wards- and seven Jackson townis now completely marked except u
ships. Although there was no charge attorney general, through his supporttrade with Russia. This despite the few short stretches and It Is expected
of the Improper use of money, the com- ers, had made a deal with the liquor strong opposition of Earl Curzon. head that these will be finished in the next
mittee declared the testimony showed Interests In the state under which of the British foreign office. The bol- two weeks. This Is the shortest route
that the election of both sets of dele- some localities were permitted fo be. shevik! are especlully eager to resume between eastern New Mexico points
gates was "disgraceful and tainted come "as wet as the Atlantic ocean," trade with America, but our governanil St. Louis and has many features
with fraud." It refused to seat tha In return for which the wets supported ment gIvesno encouragement.
tuat some of the other routes do not
representatives of either faction thus Palmer In the primary and enabled him
In the field the soviet, troops, which
but as yet is not advertised
have
reducing the total vote In the convento capture the state delegation to the had been pushing back the Poles, were
enough to make It popular with the
He cited themselves driven backward on the
Snn Francisco convention.
tion to 984 and the number required
to nominate 403. This Is the first time especially the city of Scranton, as- center of the front, where they had automobilists.
A land deal which attracted consia district has been left without represerting the breweries there were
been menacing Minsk. But on Friday
sentation In a national convention for
beer of Illegal strength and came a startling report from Copen- deróle attention at Las Vegas was
such a reason.
the bonded warehouses and saloons hagen to the effect that the Polish '.'losed when L. H. Kroenig and William
At tliis writing the hearings on conrunning wide open. Mr. Palmer, hear- army was In wild flight, pursued by Kroeulg of Wntrous, twenty miles
tests have resulted In a net loss of 11 ing of the testimony thai was being an enormous bolshevik force.
Acnorth of there, sold the 77 rnnch to G.
votes for Wood, a net gain of 19 for given, hurried before the committee
cording to dispatches from ConstantiT. Croley of Oklnhoma. The property
Lowden and a net gain of four for and demanded and was given an
nople, the Eighth bolsheslk army was contains about 5,500 acres and the conto reply. His answer was. evacuating Odessa under pressure from sideration is said to be $90,000. It Is
Johnson. In the matter of 50 "extra"
delegates elected by various states the In effect, a denial of the charges, which the Independent Ukranlan army. The reported that Mr. Croley will dwote
seats he said were stnle as well as false.' reds made considerable progress .in his entire time to the raising of fine
national committee decided-tha- t
should be provided for them, but the The blame for failure to enforce the Persia, capturing the Important
n
cattle. Much of the land is now under
extra alternates were left to shift for prohibition law In Pennsylvania be laid
seaport of Resht, and some of Irrigation nnd has in the past been
themselves. The demand for seats In at the door of the bureau of Internal
their troops advanced Into Armenia. used for tbe raising of high grade catthe Coliseum was overwhelming, more revenue.
The Turkish nationalists were hard tle.
The same day the house received th
than 150,000 requests being received.
hit by a great French victory at Aln-ta- b
The new road from Silver City, N.
report of the Judiciary committee on
The hall accommodates 13,289.
and It was reported they had M., to Pinos Altos Is nearly completed
the sugar Investigation and Repre- signed an armistice with the French
Is one of the finest stretches of
The Republican platform was almost sentative TInkhnm followed with n In Clllcla. Allied control of the wa- and
completed last week In Washington and statement In which he demanded the ters about Constantinople was periled highway in the southern part of the
(state. Owing to the lack of funds the
the draft was carried to Chicago by resignation of the attorney general. by nationalist operations along the
Is not yet graded all the way but
road
Senator Watson of Indiana. The last The report said In part:
Sea of Marmora.
the balance will be finished during the
plank added in the capital related to
'The attorney general used his powsummer.
Mexico and was written by Senator er as chief prosecuting officer of the
Having received aasurance that the
The oil boom has come to stay and
Fall. It was said to follow In general United States for the purpose of fix- - president would not call It back unmade by his Ulng maximum selling prices of sugar less some great emergency arose, con- a big derrick will soon be erected by
the recommendations
committee to the senate, declaring that In the state of Louisiana, and In so gress adjourned sine die on Saturday. the Pool OI and Gas Company within
doing acted wholly without authority The Republicans think their record one mile of Carlsbad, N. M. Much of
unless conditions In Mexico are Improved the United States may find It of lw and In violation of his own during the session Is ood enough foi the material is now on the ground for
the erection of the derrick and the manecessary to Intervene. The plank on coust.-uctloof bis official duty, which campaign purposes.
chinery Is In transit.
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housework
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Cas-pla-
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at all.

had a bad pain

left

HAD HIS DOUBT.
The Counsellor
What, you broke
after having a hand In that big box
Job? I thought you fellows had a
gentlemen's agreement to share the

loot
The Yegg We had. But I suspect
some of the parties to It were no
gentlemen.
Her Reason.
"I wish I had psychic powers."
"Why so?"

"Because I am crazy for a car, and
then I could give my husband auto

1

in my

side and it
would pain terribly if I stepped off a
One day one of your booklets was thrown in the yard and I read
There were so many
every word in
who had been helped by your medicine
that I wanted to try it and my husband
went to town and got me a bottle. It
seemed as though I felt relief after the
Becond dose, so I kept on until I had
taken five bottles and by that time I
was as well as I could wish. About a
year later I gave birth to a ten pound
boy, and have had two more children
since and my health has been fine. If
I ever have trouble of any kind I am
going to take your medicine for I give
it all the praise for my good health.
I always recommend your medicina
Mrs,EvA E. SHAY,
whenever I can.
Garnett. Kanssjh
curb-ston-

e.

it

suggestions."

Modest
Ethel I understand she was very
modest at her birthday.
nelen Well, I should say so; she
didn't have half as many candles as
she ought to have had on her cake.
Intelligence.

Doctor Did you give the patient
the insomnia medicine I ordered?
Amateur Nurse Yes, doctor, but he
got so mad whenever I woke him up
to give it to him.
Biggs

Where Mystery Reigns.
What do you usually eat in

this restaurant?
HIggs
I simply

Uon't ask me; ask the cook.
order from the menu.

Natural Affinity.
"Why is It that widow seems to attract the horsey element?"
"Probably because she is a grass
widow."

Constipation
Vanishes
Forever
Permanent Relict

Prompt

CARTER'S LITTLE LIVER FILLS
never fail. Purely vege-.
table set surely but
gently on the
m
uver.
í
Pa
oiop
M

mier

dinner dis
tress cor--

reel

nTCHT
tmt
icko
jt
ITTLE

VCR
PILLS

Si1

I

indiges-

tion: imnrove
brighten the eyes,
the complexion
Small Pill Small Dose Small Prkt
DR. CARTER'S IKON PILLS, Nature's
great nerve and blood tonic for

Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness,
uilie sail tu? iliiitafe
Did you ever see a man who wasn't
willing to make money without work,
ing for it?

WOMEN

PtSL
TEST OF NERVES.

First Doctor
tlent's nerves?

How are that

pa- -

Second Doctor Fine; he can read
all the headlines in the dally paper
now without a tremor.

Think of Others.
When on the allppery street you let
Tour feet and get a twist.
Think of what fun the others get;
Just be an altruist
An Agreement
"The court gave that convicted rascal a suspended sentence."
did the lynching mob. They
, "So
hanged him."

Not In the Race.
Belle I wouldn't marry the best
man on earth.
you wouldn't
Nell Of course,
Somebody else long ago beat you to It

NEED

SWAUP-ROO- T

Thousand of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Womens' complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in s healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
s physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overeo me
such conditions.
Get s medium or large size bottle immediately from ahy drug store.
However, if you wish first to teat this
great preparation send ten cent to Dr.
Kilmer k Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for
sample bottle. When writing be sure and

mention this paper. Adv.

If a woman has no other reason for
loving a man she does It just because.

Sure

Relief

Enthusiast
"Cleanliness can be carried too far."
An

"Impossible."
"It can. If I don't stop her, my
wife would scour the lettuce with
soap."

-

'

serious

male trouble. I was
bo weak that I was
not able to be on my
feet but very little
and could not do my

Chl-cug-

EVENTS

nervous

complete

breakdown follow-in- ?
the birth of my
oldest child. I got
up too soon which,

One Assurance.
"Do you think the tale Miss Flirty
told you w8 made up on the face of

it?"

"Maybe

not but she

was."

Often In One.
My wife has a great fond-

Heck
ness for pets; has yours?
Peck That depends on whether you
refer to animals or the mood.

Its Financial State.
"That couple have Just come back
from their wedding trip dead broke."
"Ah I So the honeymoon has got
to its last quarter."
Exact

OS
,E

6

Bell-an-s

Hot

water

Sure Relief

LL-AN- 'S

indigestion

DON'T
DESPAIR
If yon are troubled with pains or

che; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, Insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

COLD MEDAL

Locality.

Lawyer Officer,, did you catch r the
prisoner In flagrante dellctu?
No, sir; I caught him In
Policeman
the back alley.
Pertinent Illustration.
"What have you there?"
"A booklet entitled, 'Short Cuts to
Riches.'"
"Ah! I see there's a mountain of
dollars on the cover. To be consistent
there should be the picture of a peni,
teutlary on the back."
Why He Was Sent to Bed.
"Pa, what is an anarchist?"
"One who thinks there should be
r.o government and no authority, my
ion."
"Then, pa. Is ma an anarchist?"

The world's standard remedy for kidney,

livee, bladdef and uric acid troubles
and

National Remedy of Holland since 10O&
Three sUee, all
Guaranteed.
U lm tk.
L
G.U Mm- -i
drag-gist-

A girl likes a pomlsing young man,
but others prefer one who pays cash,

Morn in ó --J

Keep- CIYour
Eyfes
car
Healthy
Clean
rit far trw tfr Can Book Murine Ce.Chiwga.IU4
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Commencing Saturday, Juno 12tii, anil Continuing until Saturday, Jun D 26th
merchan27ZS ac u?íH em&race ereraí departments of the CLEANEST STOCK OF GENERAL MERCHANDISE in this section. No shelf worn or
dise has a place on our shelves. We have nothing in "odds and ends" to offer,, hut the purpose of this big sale is to show the consumers of this section that we are
willing and anxious to "do our bW towards
out-of-da- te

--

REDUCING THE IIIGH COST OF LIVING
MANY of you have learned the value in dollars and cents of trading at this store. You have learned to appreciate and believe in our policy of "keeping the prices
E
down and building the volume of sales up.' You have seen in our low prices the result of the "greater, pure hasing power" of the LARGEST GENEKAL
ORGANIZATION in the state. The merchandise represented at this sale is known for its quality. Most of it is nationally known. Besides the line
listed below our stock consists of "International" entire line of Tractors, Farm Implements, Wagons, Oil Engines, P. & 0. Implements, etc. Stay windmills,
"Iloosier" grain drills, "Primrose" and "DeLaval" cream separators, "New Perfection" oil cook stoves, "Buckeye" incubators, "Old Homestead flour, Swift's
and"Armour's" meat products, "Dr. LeGeafs" remedí es, "Maxwell House" high grade coffee, "BPS" pure paints, etc.
albtt-CHANDIS-

YOU MAKE NO MISTAKE IN TRADING AT THIS STORE
WE BELIEVE in the quality of our merchandise.

'

We give below a few departments which will show what saving can be made during this big sale.

This section is represented by the largest line of one
brand of shoes on the mesa. When you buy a "Star"
brand shoe, you may know that it is made of all leather
that "it costs less per month" than other shoes. Many of
our shoes are still priced at old values. Consider this
when you figure the saving you will make by our sweeping reduction of
.

20 per cent,

Only one brand is represented here "Curlee
Clothes". They are the most satisfactory popular priced
clothes made in the west. No exorbitant prices in this
section. We have handled garments in this department
at a closer margin than ever, and besides the regular low
prices you will be given the opportunity to save from
$8.00 to $10.00 on a suit by making your selection during this big sale. A reduction of

20 per cent, off on every suit in this section

off on every pair of shoes in the entire
stock

suits, priced
snappy cheviot and serge
regularly at $42.00, will be sold at this
07 Cf
OO i DU
sale for
(These suits are retailing in the larger cities for as high
as $55.00)

All-wo- ol

Woman's Grey Kid Lace dress shoes, highest grade, regular $18.00 value, during this

jQ

Woman's Field Mouse Lace dress shoe, "Maxine" grade,
regular $18.00 Value, this

$10

DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT

SO

Woman's Russett Kid Lace dress shoe, "Maxine" grade,
regular $18.00 value, during this

$10 00

(Black Kid Lace shoes, same price)

During this sale we will make substantial reductions
on practically our entire line of silks and fancy dress fabrics. White goods, voiles, lawns, etc. This is in addition to' our regular low prices in this department. Our
sales in this department have more than doubled in the
last twelve months. "There is a reason for this."

HAT DEPARTMENT

.

represented here are "Nationally
They are the "Lion" and "Stetson" quality.
Every hat in the entire department will be offered at a
big discount during this sale. The entire stock is up to
the minute in style, and hat values are advancing. Our
clerks will be instructed to allow you a reduction of 20
on every hat. This means a $5.00 hat for $4.00, and a
saving of oyer $3.00 on the best hats we carry. Most of
these hats are priced at far below regular retail values
today. We can please you in this department.
The
Known".

FURNITURE SPECIALS

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT

SHOE DEPARTMENT

regular $5.50 rocker at this sale, $3.50.
A regular $16.50 Library table at this sale, $9.50.
A

HARDWARE DEPARTMENT

Primrose Cream Separator
During the sale we will give you a 5 discount on
this perfect machine. We can demonstrate to you the
superiority of this separator over any other make.

GROCERY DEPARTMENT
We have the largest stock of groceries in this section.
Our "Saturday Specials" have paved the way for cheaper
goods. Have you profited?

Here are some real bargains from our "Regular
Stock". You'll find such values offered every week at this
store.

popular garments at

25c

per bar
10c per bar
10c

Palm Olive Soap

57c pound

White House Coffee

very unusual prices.

10c pound

-

Pearl Hominy

Sun Maid Seeded Raisins, 15 oz. package

WAISTS
Our entire assortment of Georgette and
waists will be offered during this sale at
20

25c

Pearl White Soap, 4 bars for
Quick Wash Soap, 5 bars for
Snowflake Castile

SMOCKS-SMO- CKS

We have about 8 dozen of these

brands

-

Pure Lard,
Pure Lard,

Crepe-de-chen- e

per cent, less than our regular prices

Big reductions in Ladies' Dress Hats and Wash Skirts.

5-l-

b.

10-l-

Compound,

4-l- b.

Compound,

8-l-

b.

b.

pails
pails,.
pails
pails

20c
$1-6-

0

$3.15
$1.20

$2.35

Don't Forget the Big Ghatauqua Program
Date the 16th to 20 th. Entertainments of the highest order. Season Tickets for sale at thio store.
WE WILL BE CLOSÉD ALL DAY JULY 5th.
All

Merchandise

Included

in

Tliis

Sale
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Would Barter Her Baby; Changes Mind

A young- -

married woman
whose name is withheld
from merciful motives, was bo determined to barter her unborn baby for
the expenses attendant on Its birth
that she advertised the fact and sat
down to wait for applicants. They
came In numbers. Judge B. B. Llnd-se- y
of the Juvenile court stood In line
at the home of this young woman waiting to get a chance to talk to her,
while women of all sorts, one after
another, tried to secure a promise of
the unborn child,
"I didn't unflerstand that I would
be breaking a law to give my baby
away," the young woman told Judge
LIndsey when he explained to her that
babies are not given away like kittens and puppies In Colorado, but are
born to an inherent right the right
to be nourished by the mother and the
right to protection of Its natural parents unless, when the baby has weath

i

SPRINGS,

1

1

f

1

1

V

pure Phosphate
'Because our scientific methods of production
make Dr. Price's Baking Powder the "Cream" of
Phosphate Baking Powders.
.

Because the use of this pure phosphate makes it
possible to sell Dr. Price's "Cream" Baking
Powder at about HALF' the price charged when
the powder contained Cream of Tartar.

--

--

Because we knew there were thousands of women
who would welcome, at this low price, a good, pure,
wholesome baking powder, guaranteed by a name
famous for quality for 60 years.
'

r

COLO.

big snow that blocked
the "Moffat road" and the highway
through Berthoud, pass over the continental divide emphasized the truth
of Arthur Chapman's famous poem,
"Out Where the West Begins," of
which the last stanza reads thus:

Contains no alum. Leaves no bitter taste. Never
disturbs digestion. Here are the prices :

25c for 12 óz.
15c for 6 oz.
10c for 4 oz.

"Out where the world Is in the making,
Where fewer hearts with despair are
aching,

That's where the West begins.
Where there's more of singing and
less of sighing,
Where there's more 8f giving and less

i

is made with

Colorado: "That's Where the West Begins
GLENWOOD

ks&r

3

ream

ered the first week of existence, It.
shown to the satisfaction of the juvenile court that It were better for the
child to be adopted by others.
The young woman admits that the
has been thoroughly shamed through
the publicity given her plan, and that
to shame has been added a desire to
hold what Is hers and to make her
husband, an automobile salesman, see
that they must manage to care for the
baby as for themselves, on his salary.
""The time has passed when girls
can do as they please regarding their
babies," Judge LIndsey said. "Then,
too, If women get the Idea that they
can transfer their babies without formality of court proceedings, what is
likely to happen in the affairs of the
men and women taking such babies?"
He said people wanted to procure
a clear title with their property, and
no child could be adopted without the
consent of the Juvenile court In this
state under the present statute. .
Upon discovering that any person
applying for the child and agreeing
to pay the hospital expenses attendant
on Its birth In exchange for possession of the lltle one would be guilty
of conniving at dependency, many
women called upon Judge LIndsey,
wishing to make clear to the court
that they were Ignorant of the law
and Inspired only by the highest motive. In, making their offer.
1

DENVER.

csi-iaE-

snow In Middle Park melted In four

day.

was one of the few In
with hay and oats.
stockmen offered him
of buying,
And a man wakes friends without $75 a ton for hay which cost him $25
last fall. For his oats they offered
half trying,
him prices to turn a profiteer green
That's where the West begins.
with envy. "Dick;1 would hot sell, bill
y
loaned 42 tons of hay and 5Vi ton
he
and
kiddle Park, with railroad
blocked, was shut in. Many of oats. He will be repaid next fall
Grand county farmers and stockmen with hay selling for about $10 a ton
A ben that makes a lot of fuss over
were caught short on hay and oats. and oats from the 1920 crop.
an egg Is seldom a good layer. foi
McQueary
Parshall
of
Frankle
Berthoud pass hod to be opened.
Jones
SHOES WEAR LONGER
R. W. (Dick) McQueary, one of the lowed his uncle's example.
you walk In comfort; o do atocklnfra.
best of Colorado's many able road Brothers Cattle company did the same When
A paokase ot Allen'a FootEaae, the anabuilders, volunteered to put the dig- thing. Cashier L. R. Harrison of the leptic powder to .hake Into the ahoea and
gives you that
nrinkla In th.
ging Job through. W.'H. Wood, saw- First State bank stood In the breach. "old
ahoe" comfort and aavea wear. Allen'a
time,
gave
supplies
their
and
new ahoea feel
equipor
camp
Others
makea
Foot
his
Bant
tlfht
mill operator, loaned
eaay.
Ladlea can wear ahoea one ala.
Dealers did not raise their prices.
There were 9
ment and horses.
mailer by ahaking aom. Allen'a Foot
Eaaa In each aho. in th morning. Sold
miles of road under 6 to 12 feet of
Yarywhera. Adv.
snow. The work was done In five "Out where the skies are a little bluer,
McQueary

Grand county
Panic-stricke-

n

high-Wa-

(oot-bat-

The next day the thaw set In ;
under the hot spring sun three feet of

days.

Out where friendship's a little truer, PROOF
That's where the West begins."

Tangier Island Blue Laws Are in Danger

to go to church on Sunday or stay
indoors during church hours. Con
stable Connerton undertook to enforce
the ordinance on Roland Sparks, aged
17.
The boy "sassed" the constable
and got shot In the lung. He was
taken to a hospital on the mainland
and Is now back home, convalescent
The constable Is out on $2,500 bai:
and Is performing his duties as usual
Mayor Garey Crockett, who is als
a preacher, speaks for the reactlonar
faction when he says: "It Is neces
sary to be firm with the bad ones who
don't go to church." The older people
say the constable was right, if by
destroying one mortal body he could
save many souls by increasing church

THAT STONE

Words.
Could She Carry Them?
"This man Jaggs who Is running foi
While I wns putting my hat and
Important to Mothers
"Yes?"
"What does U
coat on my little boy asked me where office"
Examine carefully every bottle of I was going and I told him that I was stand for?"
CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy
get seats for the circus. He
for Infants and children, and see that It going to
Perhaps some day a genius will rise
"Mamma,
can you carry them?"
said,
Dooh (lia
to the occasion and Invent a noiseless
Exchange.
Signature
phonograph.
In Use for Over 30 Years.
PARKER'S
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Backache Slowing You Up?
Set the goal and then fight for It.

UafáMZíki

GROWS KHAKI AS VIEWED BY YOUTH

Farm Has In. Army Called Place Where Collectors
California
Ceaje From Troubling and Calcreased in Weight Within the
louses Leave the Feet
Memory of Settler.

Rock

on

.

Ideas about army life that persua
On the farm of Mr. James Chamnever heard
pion, known as the old home tlace of sive recruiting sergeants
In the
VCHURCH
his father, John Champion, boys used of In all their vurlous "hitches"
by
out
brought
the
were
service,
to meet years ago with the elder
of the country under the aus
Champion, and often tossed a round
serv
stone, ball fashion, one to another. pices of tho army and recruiting
ice.
yard,
In
the
The samo stone now lies
Freedom from annoyance while In
at the old place, and men now In their
girl in
eighties often speak of this rock and khaki is the theme of a little
: "One of the benefits
writes
who
Ohio,
to
they
used
identify it as the stone
of an enlistment Is that you ain't all
toss about to each other.
weigh about 300 the time bothered by bill collectors."
Today
will
It
MD. Tangier island is
"You get respect for law In the
pounds nud lies near tho spot where It
CRISFIELD,
over the shooting of
n Montana boy Is convinced,
army,"
has lain for nearly a century. Some
says AmerRoland Sparks by Charles Connerton.
old men of because "the Constitution
most
substantial
of
the
Is a country of free and ungovernica
The excitement may end up In a regliving,
now
county
are
who
Mercer
ular revolution this summer, when the
will vouch that this rock has grown able rights."
held.
Anotlier boy In Illinois wishes "teachis
town election
attendance.
from a small stone to Its present size
was a man so she could be a soler
is
Island
Tangier
place
preacher.
Rev.
first
new
Wilmore
a
babyhood
days.
has
Tantrter
In the
since their
Filled with the enthusiasm of a
dier."
bay,
Just
Chesapeake
Sunday
of the (Cal.) Enterprise.
W. F. Goodwin: the
In the middle of
patent medicine prospectus, an IndiHe
Inside the Virginia line. It's three shooting saw his first service.
ana school girl has this to say: "An
Got His Measure.
miles long and one mile wide. It has doesn't exactly condemn the constable,
is good for the mind, the
fishare
who
going
to make such
but he savs he's
about 2,000 Inhabitants,
Ferdle Don't you think travel enlistment lungs and the kidneys. It
liver, the
ermen and know nothing about the methods unnecessary by making the broadens one?
callouses off the feet and
Miss Bright Yes, you should take n takes the
outside world. Many of them have church attractive.
on
the hands."
them
puts
tram.
a
or
automobile,
Is
liberal trip around the world.
The vounirer element
never seen an
e
The only street Is Main street and It's It's also belligerent. It says it's
The mnn who earns more than he
to oust Mayor Crockett and have
Musical Criticism.
8 feet wide. There are no movies, tenIs in line for promotion.
gets
halls.
singer
new
or
dance
you
on
like
the
music and baseball and sit
"How do
the
nis courts, ball parks
It has never had a saloon. There Is porch and even soy "hell" and "damn" .Tones?"
Never criticize anything at a char"Oh, very well, except when she's
on the street, If It wants to so there I
Just one church.
ity
buzar; you can't tell who made it.
Transcript.
Boston
slogan
Insinging."
of the liberals
In short, the
The town council's ordinances
go."
laws
must
blue
Is
"The
persons
either
ordering
all
MllMlIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinimmining
clude one
'MHinMMMimmiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiniiiiii
(come T(A

J

public-school-

go-in-

Servant Problem

Is

problem
CHICAGO.
difficult and complex
here every day. So think Mr. and Mrs.
John A. Corboy of 5131 Ingleslde avenue.
The Corboys engaged an apparently
bright and neat maid, 23 years old,
Grace Crandall by name. All went
well for two days. Then Grace reported the snatching of her handbag
containing keys to the, Corboy home.
Soon a Hyde Park detective appeared
to lead Grace to Judge Frye's court
to view suspects. But Grace surprised the court by Impudently turning er back on him and refusing to
talk. She was sentenced to a day
in the county Jail.
Freed, Grace returned dutifully to
her work and all wns again serene.
But something angered her while servIn the Corboy home
ing dinner-guest- s
and she retalluted by "breaking up the
party," so to speak. She hurled a can

The

Even More Complex

servant

lhat Unusual Flavor
vMesome,Rich, Delightful
that comes from blending malted barley with whole wheat is
distinctive of

of tomatoes at one guest and a pot of
soup at another.
After the guests left, Mr. Corboy
tried to quiet her. She stabbed him
slightly on the side with a butcher
knife. Then police arrived.
The police took Grace to the psychopathic laboratory. Dr. Hlckson found
she hod been at the Dunning Insane
asylum three different times.
The police say Grace has worked
for titty fuuillles since January 1.

FOB eNuta

lnis food is ready cooked, economical, easily digested and
very nourishing.

Sold bygrocers

Are you dragging along with a dull,
throbbing backache? Feel lame mornings, tired all day; auffer torturing
twinges at every move? Often the kidneys are to blame. ' A cold, strain or
overwork congests the kidneys; poisons
accumulate and mysterious aches and
pains result. You may have headaches
and dizzy spells, too, with perhaps
bladder irregularity. Use Doan't Kidney Pills. They have helped thou-

Ak your neighbor!
Case
A ColoradoOuitave
A.
tiMsa
minor,
Risen,
I1
Eighth Ave.,

sands.

s

fyj

1

Z

i

burned. My back
ached all the time
and was so wean

f
-.-íSiX
(C
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lMr
SaaotTt. Gr.rand Faded Hafa
Kaatora.

yyinimr

j

Ctirm.
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ntly

ra "iv
r

l--
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ly,

but were

anri luir

onulrl

T

hardly straighten after bending over.
I doctored but got no relief. I finally
used Doan's Kidney Pilla and they
regulated my kidneys, stopped that
awtul burning and made my back
strong.;'
' Cat Doan'a at Any Stora, 60e a Box

DOAN'S

Kp,DifLV

and

W.T,

H,

HINDERCORNS RsraoTM Onnu, Cal
louses, eto.. tope ul pain, eniuret comfort to tb
eanr. lta, bf mall or at Drog
FaUciioffue,
L Y.

feet, ida km

üuttoi CbtBüou Wortu,

Kittfl

I dÍsSaS
Kill All
Flics
wSr, DAISY
FLY KILLER;itfeg.

Pli!i

ny

lilla all Sla.

J

Nut, rttn.

Miui

of wwtaj,

rion.
can't ipill ortipoier;
aarthina, Goarantaad.
PLY KILLER

OÚ-

ray, Colo., says:
"I suffered with
Inflammation of
the bladder. The
kidney secretions
passed freque-

-- ,

I

HAIR BALSAM

3Hn.Hll..niA-ltnti.ll.l.t.llln- J

1

I BT EXPRESS, repaid, II
H AHOLD SOUEKS. 1M Da Kalb Aa., Braoklf. N. T.

Prayed for Cure
Finds it After 10 Years
Food Would Sour and Boil
Teeth Like Chalk
Mr. Herbert M. Gessner writes from hii
home in Berlin, N. H.:
,

I had stomach trouble over ten vean;

kept getting worse. I tried everything for
relief but it came back worse than ever.
FOSTER. MILBURN CO., BUFFALO. N. Y.
Last fail I got awfully bad; could only eat
light loaf bread and tea. In January I got
so bad that what I would eat would soui
and boil; my teeth would be like chalk.
I suffered terribly, I prayed every day foi
For Your Skin
something to cure me. One day I read
about EATONIC and told my wife to get
me a box at the drug store as I was going
of it
to work at 4 p. m. I took one-thir- d
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 aad 50c, Talcin 25c.
and began to feel relief; when it was
three-fourth- s
gone, I felt fine and when it
removco bp Dr. bwtt'i
poitivh.y
was used up I had no pains. Wife got mi
Your druaatat or br
Ointment
LyiLI'l I L. I"".
Dr.
rr.. bat.
CM. Sarin
I iriaVniakW Ca. 2a7i
'' MlctUaan
another box but I have felt the pain but
Araiua. Cnicaan.
twice. I used five tablet out of the new
K. Coleman, box and I have no more stomach trouble.
Watson
I
I al fatant Lawrar.Waahlaalon, Now I write to tell you how thankful 1
am that I heard of EATONIC. I feel like
BatMraasonablt. Hliíheit refere noea. Baataerrloaa,
new man; I eat what I like, drink plentj
W. N. U., DENVER, NO. 20.
of water, and it never hurt m at all.

No Soap Better

Than Cuticura

rnTnvi rn

DMTCtlTO
Ell

rll

Denver Directory
BUTTER SHOP

JOY

1112 15th Street
a

Buya

for. butter

Cash
PRODUCER

rll

1

UenVCT, UOIO.

B..Joy,rop.

,

i CREAM
TO CONSUMER

OLD SHOES E.UDE KEW
PARCEL POST A SPECIALTY
We deliver anywhere at Denver
prices.
Bare your shoes
repaired right.

New Way
Shoe Repairing Co.
IBES Caiaai Si, Dialer, Cola
(Cat this oat a at keep It)

rn

HUM

and BUILDING MATERIAL
Buy direct t wholesale price
We ship everywhere, write
Frank Kirdho! Lamber Co.. DenTer, Cela

itchdl--Mcrc- er
Graham

Speed Thick

High grade lines of low depreciation.
LIGER-GOF-

F

MOTORS & SUPPLY

DENVER

COl

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

THE

Col. George E. Cochrane,

Spanish-America- n

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

SikicriptMa

$2.00 Per Yctr

second-clas-

s

matter at the

postoflice in Hoy, New Mexico

j

Those who complain about the
not getting all the news should try
running this paper for a while and
see if they could do any better and
not run it at a financial loss.
S-- A

During every hour President Wilson spent in Europe, he was entitled
to such unstinted support but it seemed certain Republican politicians,
even during that critical period,
thought more of party success than
they did of the great struggle to make
war between nat'ions less probable.
Let us not forget this: Mr. Wilson
was not only President, but he was alof the Army
so Commander-in-Chie- f
and Navy, and the war was still on.
The attacks upon him were just as unwarranted as the attack of a soldier
on his commander during battle.
I charge here and now the whole
scheme was in effect a conspiracy, because this is the only theory which
will explain and square with the
course pursued by certain Republican
leaders through the long months during which the treaty was pending.
The story is a tale of which every
d
American ought to be
ashamed. The attempt to foil and
humifiate this great man had the sup
port of every hyphenated, false Amer
ican and every German sympathizer
in this country to the last man."

March 3, 1920. the Ferd Motor Cn
dvanced the prices of Ford cars be.
cause .of the increased cost cf produ
ction. No specific announcement was
deemed necessary at the time, but
u nas developed thai misrepresentation and misquotations of these adva
need prices have been and are being
given out So to safeguard the pub
ic against the evils of misreDresenta.
Ttion, we herewith give the present p

n
at the
office.
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-

3lg 1

1 rices:

RUNABOUT
with dual electric starting and
.,

Fairview Pharmacy

t

TOURING CAR
with dual electric starting and

The Roy Drug Store

$550

COUPE

light-syste-

m

light-syste-

m

a loaf and be convinced.
with dual electric starting and
and demountable rims .. $850
SEDAN
875
with dual electric starting and
and demountable rims .. $975
TRUCK CHASSIS with solid tires
and clincher rims
$600
(with pneumatic tires and de
mountable rims $640)
These prices are all f. 0. b.

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

a bag of rice seed, which Smith-plantethat year In accordance with

the

captain's Instructions, mid from this
crop sprang the present tremendous
rice industry In the so;::!iern United
States.

SODA FOUNTAIN
The best fountain in town
and we have the best Ice
Cream you ever tasted.
'
TRY US
;

CANDIES
Mason's and Loose Wiles
Fancy boxes or in bulk
Any kind you want and
remember, WE HAVE
THE LARGEST STOCK
OF CANDY IN TOWN.

$850.00 f. 0. b.

TRACTOR
Dearborn, Mich.

By the way are YOU
ONE OF THE FEW
WHO DON'T BUY
OUR BREAD, PIES
EAT
AND CAKES,
CANDIES,
AND
OUR
ICE CREAMS, DRINK
OUR COOL AND RE-

Beck Motor Co.

Ice Cream Parlor

J. W. Beck, Manager,

ROY,

Soda Fountain,

N. M.

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

Use of Rice Bound to Increase.
The comparatively low cost of rice
has made It the staple article of food
In Asiatic countries. Rice is also
extensively used In all other parts of
the world, as It Is easily transported
and can be held for a considerable
period without deteriorating. There
Is no doubt that Its consumption will
materially Increase with the dissemination of knowledge regarding thé variety of palatable ways in which It may
be prepared to suit the tastes of the
most fastidious. E. G. Herr, in Grace
Log.

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,

DAILY PAPERS

complete line of

MAGAZINES

Toilet Articles.

Cigars and Tobacco

Stock and Storage

Gasoline Engines &

Beginning of Great Industry.
In 1GD4 a Portuguese bark, home.
ward bound from Madagascar, driven
from her course by tempests, was
forced to lake shelter in the harbor
of Charleston, S. C. and the captain,
In return for courtesies extended lilin,
presented Gov. Landgrave Smith with

m

Detroit
FORDSON

NOTICE

Pumps;

Windmills; Well Casing;
Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galvenized Tubs and Pails; Auto and
Tractor Oils; Oliver Implements,

n,

by interestod parties.
T. J. HE1MANN,
Clerk School Board.

EST li AYS: Sorrel Mare, blaze-facbrand UD right shoulder
filly
3
horse mule, 3
brown, unbranded. Notify
L. M, LIVINGSTON, Solano.

IT

TO
WHOM
CONCERN

MAY

yr-ol- d

Baum Bro's Roy, N0M.

yr-ol- d

ABSTRACT

Now Located in the

Foster Block,
N. M.

Roy,

"Call Again"

J. B. LUSK,
Roy, New Mexico.
Cables on the Ocean Bed.
Attorney for Plaintiff.
The ocean cable between New York,
the Azores nnd the Irish coast rests Fabian Chavez, Clerk.
on the bed of the ocean. Before 18f4
engineers of the United States navy
discovered that the ocean bed between
Newfoundland and the Irish cont was
nearly level nnd composed of soft mud,
apparently fin Ideal place for on ocean
cable.

A. A. Wynne

LC.Dodds

Practice in State and
eral Courts and

Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records

Fed-

U, S. Land Office

rhilip Sanchez, Secretary

AUCTIONEER!

Has returned to Roy.

White

Col. F.O.

Offers the you benefit of his wide ac'quantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

and

Real Estate

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also made at Spanish-Americaoffice.
n

Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings,
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.
960 ACRE FARM FOR RENT
The F. O. White Farm near Mills-- Best
improved farm on the mesa. Has
good wells, barns, house and fences.
FRANK SEIDEL, Roy, N. M.

or the difference

Dargain: One hundred sixty
acres near Mills, at $ 10 per acre
Twenty-fiv- e
acres in cultivation
and two room house.

Agt's

Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,

A Banks Capital
fund that protects the depositors from loss; therefore the larger it is the greter protection the depositor

FOR SALE

is the

has.

.

This bank has a

conCase Tractor, first-cla4
Huber Bean Huller.
and
Saunders Gang
Plows.
2 Tandem Discs, Harrows.

20-4-

0

dition,
.

Captal of
$50,000.00
Surplus fund of
3.000.00
Undivided profits of
5.000.00
Stockbold,
Additional
ers Liability,
50,000.00

ss

32-5-

tooth Drag Harrows.
All this machinery is good as new,
priced to sell. Will take part payment in White-Face- d
Cattle.

F. B. MISNER, Mills, N. M.

A Total o- f$108,000.00
we
must lose $108,000.00 before
This means that
ouf depositors could lose a cent. This protection -

We

write Fire: Tornado Insur-

ance.

is--

For You

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale

Notary wdrk and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

All Calls answeted promptly.

(

v

Farm Sales a specialty

v

Undertaker

between a bank of little or no
crpital and one with a large Capital.
for,

BAKERY
AND

The said defendant Roy J. Holder- ness is hereby notified that a suit in
Court has been commenced against
you in the District Court for the County of Mora State of New Mexico, by
said Cecile M. Holderness, in an action
for divorce that unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appearance
in said suit on or before the 18th day
of June A. D. 1920, decree PRO CON- FESSO therein will -- be rendered
against you.

Bohanon's
Barber bhop

Many people do not know what a bank's Capital is

Whelan & Palmer,
COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Lawyers
all
Abstracts'of
lands in Mora Clayton,
New.Mex.
County

THE IDEAL

a QUIENES CONCIERNA
Foster Blk ROY, N. M.
Aviso es por esta dado a quines
el
concierna que Albert P. Branch
abajo firmado fue nombrado en este
dia 3d de Mayo A. D. 1920 Administrador, de el Estado de Jacob L. RodNOTICE OF PUBLICATION
riguez difunto, y todas persons que
tengan cuentas encontia de el Estado del dicho Jacob L. Rodriguez
)
In the District Court,
difunto, presentaran las mismas den)
County of Mora
tro del tiempo prescripto por ley.
Cccile M. Holderness
ALBERT P. BRANCH,
No. 2704
vs.
Administrator.
Roy J. Holderness

Thomas A. Whelan

Eugene Palmer

your

AVISO

WHAT IT MEANS

MORA

DRINKS

What's the matter with

e,

TIN SHOP!

FRESHING

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Albert P. Branch
the undersigned was appointed on the
3d day of May, A. D. 1920 Administrator, of .the estate of Jacob L. Rodriguez deceased, and all persons having claims against the Estate of said
Jacob L. Rodriguez, deceased, will
present the same within the time prescribed by law.
ALBERT P. BRANCH,
Administrator.

Tanks,

State College, N. M., June 1.
Arcady Segis Barbara, a purebred
llolstein cow owned by the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, has recently completed
a year's record on Advanced Registry
test, producing 22,599.5 pounds of
milk, containing 735. D9 pounds of
butter-fat- ,
of 944.98 pounds of butter, 80 per cent fat, at the age of seven years. This make3 her the champion cow of New Mexico, from the
. standpoint of milk production.

light-syste-

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Oil

member of the Senate," it 3 assumed that Senator Newberry will be
"among those present" at Chicago.

m

ranee of the best possible promptness
$650 in delivery.
750

fair-minde-

Since his sentence is not yet operative, and he 3 still a "distinguished

light-syste-

Any of the Dealers whose name
$625 s are listed below, will be pleased to
$575 receive your order, pledging the assu

Leap Year Is Unlucky.
In all probability the theory that
leap year Is unlucky was voiced by the
Rouge Withers Greek Girls.
Whale Teeth Used 2 Currency.
unhappy
man who first was called
Although most Greek girls are natWhale's teeth pass as currency in
upon to answer a woman's leap-yea-r
the Fiji Islands. Tbey are painted urally Very pretty, they begin to paint proposal that he bestow upon her his
white and red, the red teeth being and powder from a very early age
"hand and fortune or a braw silk
worth about twenty times as much the cheeks bright red, the eyebrows gown." The Japanese believe that the
and lashes deepest black, and veins two
as the white.
hundred and tenth and two hundelicately blue. The result Is that
leap
they nre withered old women at forty, dred and twentieth days of each
year are particularly unlucky, while
House Plan.
A Woman'
and thus nowhere are uglier females
old English traditions maintain
It Is really remarkable how few to be found than beneath the blue the
children born In leap year will be
that
Every
are.
skies of this classic land.
women architects there
sickly
and difficult to raise, and that
woman has a sneaking desire to build
crops will not prosper, pens and beans
a house from her own plana OccaAuto
Mechanic Wanteo. Only "growing on the wrong side of the
sionally one does, just so that she may
class
first
need apply. State exper- pod."
have enough closets. Then she spends
Driving the elephant two ways at the rest of her life looking In them ience. PHILLIPS BRO. GARAGE,
Notice To Contractors
the same time is a job not even the for burglars. Life.
Tucumcari, N. Mex.
G. 0. P. ringmasters can do. The
Notice is hereby given that bids
party leaders have maneuvered them
selves into a sad predicament.
will be received for the erection
Secretary Colby having advised t'cc
of
a school building in District
Cook-stove- s;
House Republicans that he knows of
81, Union County, N. M.,
No.
no reason relating to the country's
locally as the "Bradley
known
"Z-typ- e"
foreign relations why they should not
Fairbanks-Mors- e,
by
by the Board of directdictated
which
is
District."
action
"any
take
good judgment" in respect to the
said
ors
of
district until June 19,
Deep-We- ll
Irish resolution, on which lengthy
1C'20. The right is reserved to
hearings were held and loud expresreject any or all bids.
Self-Oilin- g
sions of love for Ireland were voiced,
there seems to be no reason why they
The plans, specifications and
should not go ahead and prove their
blue prints will be on file at the
good faith, else confess that they
office of the Spanish-Americawere merely angling for the Irish
in Roy, where they may be seen
vote.

From a high Republican authority,
The Washington Post, the following
confession of the complete failure of
the present Republican Congress is
taken: "If adjournment is taken in
June, the Republican party will have
to go into the presidential campaign
confronted by the necessity of dodging or apologizing for the sorriest record ever made by any Congress in
recent years."
It may not be out of order to inquire if Republican leaders in Congress calculate that pruning appropriations to' stimulate agriculture,
thereby curtailing production, will
tend to reduce the cost of living?

That we make "Bread like
We
mother makes".
make the most Homelike
Bread ever made in a bak-re- y
and we ask you to try

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale.
Dates made

The partisan conspiracy against the
President, which embarrassed him in
his negotiations with foreign nations
at the peace conference, was without
parallel The introduction of resolu
tions to declare the office of President vacant while the President was
negotiating the treaty for the peace
of the world, the visit to the White
House of Senator Fall, who went ostensibly to talk about the Mexican situation, but really to find out how sick
the President was, are samples.
Surely there are times when the official head of a nation is in fairness
entitled to the sincere, generous support of all the people of the nation.
There are times when good men are
glad to discard all political

KNOW

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished ifdesire-- '
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c
take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Entered as

DO YOU

AUCTIONEER

KtGISTtKKll ATCUST 17, I91t

When you think

"Bank"

think-R- oy

Trust

&

Savings!

Hot Blast Heating stove
Bed and Springs

Inquire at

TH3Í KOT TKTLTST
& SAVINGS BANK

Agt's

Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,

S-- A

'

$25
30

Office

The Sunflower.
The modern sunflower was formerly
called solsoece, the sun follower. Ia
those duys the mniioid
vis called
tli ücisi'uwi'r.

1MR

f 50,000' '

Munlrlnnl School Uixtrirt of the Village
Hy,
K.hool Bond.
XOTICE IS I1KHEBÍ (JIVEN:
That tha
undersigned, Irvln Ogden, Sr., clerk of
the Board of Education, of the Village
oy of tne state
f New Mexico,
will on TJiurmlay, the 8th day of July,
at the hour of four o'clock in the
afternoon of said day at the office of
the Spanish American, In Roy,
County, New Mexico, offer for saleMora
and
sell at public auction to the highest
and best bidder for cash $f0,000 school
bonds of the municipal school district
St tnewvi"ase of Roy, of the State of
New Mexico, bearing six per centum
Interest per annum, payable
said bonds being of the denominations of $500.00 each, dated, August
1, 1920, due August 1, 1950, redeemable
at the option of the Board of Education at any time after ten yearn from
tlate, said bonds shall not be sold for
less than ninety five cents on the dollar and accrued Interest. Principal and
interest shall be payable at a banking
house in New York City or at the office
of the treasurer of said Board of Education In Roy, New Mexico, at the option of the holders. Bids will be received for the whole or any part of said
bonds and the undersigned reserves the
right to reject any and all bids. The
bonds shall be sold for cash, fifteen
per centum to be paid at the time
the
bid Is accepted and the balance on the
delivery of the bonds. Bids must be
unconditional.
If a bidder desires to
send a bid by mail, he must transmit
with the bid a certified check for fifteen per centum of the amount of the

C.E.

and

II. F. Thornton

'

IIa-i!e-

PPNI8M-AMPPIC-

Percheron and French Draft Horses
Mammoth Jacks, Roan Durham, Short
Horn and Hereford Cattle

Tuesday Everting, June 15th
of
film
taken aboard the famous German Submarfeet
3600
ine and shows the actual sinking and destruction of fifteen
English and French vessels.
None like it and none more interesting

winter
Youkers Statesman.
In

Hum

u

R26E.,
NMFM
The sale will not le kept open, but
will be declared closed when those pre
sent at the hour named have ceased
biddiDg. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the ammount

'

3 on 25.

thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
above- - peFcribed land nre advised or
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Dr. J. A. STEVENS, D.V.M.

Graduate Veterinarian
Will be in Roy for some
time,
See him for Veterinary
work.

'V
Ti

and

frown.-

i

T18 N,

WANTED

The assessed valuation of said municipal school district Is $1,050,000.00, and
except this issue of bonds and another
issue of $7,500.00, said municipal school
district has no indebtedness, either
bonded or otherwise.
Dated, this 2nd day of June, 1920.
Irvin Ogden, Sr.,
Clerk.

warmer

at public sale, to the highest bidder,
but at not less than $2,00 per acre, at
10 o'clock, A. M., on the. 9th day of
Aug. 1920 next,at this office, the following tract of land;
Sec. 7,

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.
Phone

7 10

2

í

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.
ISOLATED TRACT (
Public Land Sale

For Sale 300 Cap, "Sharpless"
cream separator, nearly new. Sell to
get larger one. Cash or note. C. C.
MOORE, Mosquero, N. M.

U

-

Department of the Interior
U S Land Office

XOTICH OP SALE OF SCHOOL WISPS
OF SCHOOL DISTRICT SO. 45. OF
THK COCSTY OF MOKA, STATE OF
KliW MEXICO.
NOTICR Is hereby given thai I, the
undersigned Treasurer of the County tif
Mora, of the State of New Mexico, will

offer for

and sell, at the town of
Mora, Mora County, New Mexico, on
the 19th day of July, A. D. 1920, Twelve
(12) Negotiable Bonds of the denominación of Two Hundred Fifty and
Dollars ($250.00) each, of School District No. 46, of the County of Mora, of
the State of New Mexico. Said Bonds
to become due not less (than Twenty
(20) nor more than Thirty (30) years
after date, and redeemable at the
pleasure of the School Directors of
School Dlsrict No. 45, of the County of
Mora at any time, after ten years from
the date of said bonds. Said bonds shall
per
bear Interest at the rale of
i cent per annum,
interest payable semiannually at the office of the County
Treasurer of Mora County, New Mex-,lc- o
in the Town of Mora, New Mexico,
said Bonds will be sold Jo the highest
Provided
bidder therefor, for rash.
however, said Treasurer cannot accept
any bids for said bonds which is less
'than Ninety (Ü0) Cents .onH. the Dollar.
BROWN.
FRKD
Treasurer of Mom Oounty, N.Jí.
By PHILIP N. SANCHJSJ5, Deputy.
sale1

no-1- 00

7.

''THE RED VIPER"

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U.

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Punta Fe,

July

14,

1920.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Andres Gonzales, Donaklo Quintana,
Emilio Lucero. Elias Sena, all of Sabinoso, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO C'ELGADO,
Register.
3
OTICE FOR. PlBLIfATIOS

Being overstocked and s'hort of grass,
I will offer at Public Auction, at ffie
J. R. MELTON farm 4 miles East, 2
north of MILLS, 10 N. ROY, on

Thurs. Jone 17 tit,
Sale to start at 10 o'clock, A. M.
Sharp, the following property

arm Machinery
good condition;

6--

Deportment of the Interior .
t. S. Land office atMaySanta25, Fe,1920.N. II.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Dolores
Romero, oí Roy, Mora County, New Alex-lcwho, on July 1, 1915, omilc Additional Homestead Entry, No. 023971, fur
the E'á N E Vi and E'i. SIC 14, Section 12,
Township 18 N Range 24 E., N. M. P.
.Meridian, has filed nolice of Intention
to make Three Year Proof, to estabto the land above described,
lish claim
before W. H Willcox, I!. S. Commissioner, at Rov, Mora County, New Mexico,
on July 12, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Luis Sandoval, Alttivo Montoyn, Juan
all
.Isidro Romero :inl Zacarías Ebc-,1,of Roy, New Mexico.
D
A
Fit XC SCO KIJADO.

20 40 Case Tractor,
Sanders Gang-Plow2 five-dis- c
3 fourteen disc tractor Plows.
Emerson plow, 1 row Cultivator,
Set of single driving harness;
set heavy leather harness.
--

s;

4-di- sc

--

7 CATTLE

Resiste r.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)
COUNTY OF MORA'
CHATTLE
FORECLOSURE OF
MORTGAGE

Whereas, by virtue of authority giv-e- n
the Roy Trust & Savings Bank, a
corporation, of Roy, Mora county.
State of New Mexico, in a certain
Chattle Mortgage, executed and de
livercd to it on the 20th day of April,
A. D., 1017, by J. M. George, of Roy,
said county and state, and duly filed
with the County Clerk of said County
of Mora, on the 24th day of April, A.
1917,, ior better securing the payment of a certain promissory note of
even date therewith for the sum of
$1546.33, on which note there remains,
duo and unpaid the sum oí $1115.01
other than the costs of these proceedJustice, Cashier of said
ings, I, C
Savings Bank, will on
Roy Trust
the 21st day of June, A. D., 1920, offer for sale at public auction to the
highest and best bidder therefor 25
head of horses, stallions, mares, one
and colts, at said
and two year-old- s
town of Roy, between the legal hours
of sale, for the purpose of paying tht
balance due and unpaid on said note
and the expense of this sale.
C. L. JUSTICE,
By Attorney J. B. Lusk.
This 24th day of May, 1920.

l.

i

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
.
Department of the Interior
Ü. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 21, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Arthur
L. Early, of Mills, Mora County, N.
M., who on October 10th, 1916, mode
Homestead Entry, No. PáST'Jó, for SVt
Section 9, Township 2:'L, Rango :íi
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
For-te- i
above described, before F. H.
MexNew
Roy
at
U. S. Commissioner
ico, on the 8th day of July, 1920.

o

Milk Cows.
9 extra-goo3 to 5 yrs. old, Durhams
d

reds and roans calves at sides or
d
Heifers
fresh soon, 8
yrlng Heifer; 5 calves:
"
all
Shorthorn Bull,
two-yr-ol-

2-yr-o-

ld

"Top-notch-

20 heavy work
Horses and Mares

Span Horses, 7yrs. 30001bs, Span
Mares 5yi s. 24001bs: Span Mares
14 good
2400, colts at side;
Horses and Mares, 3to6 years old
1100 to 14001bs., all good colors,
well bred and well broke.

TER MS of SALE:
14 Months time with 6 percent interest from date
purchaser giving bankáble r.ote or approved security.

'

Claimant names as witnesses:
J.A.Baker, George W. Hale, George
Higgins, Maximo Madrid, all of Mills,

5 percent discpunt for cash sums over $10.00
No property to be removed úntiil settled for.

o

ooper.

Clyde

New Mexico.

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register

M

NOTICE OP PEDEXCT

t)V ACTION

5,

of

Webb Kidd,
of Roy. N. M.
Serial No, 026624, we will offer átpnbi
)ss.
lie sale, to the highest bidder, but at
County of Mora.
)
! the Dlrtrtrt Court Thereof, Fourth not less than $2,00 per acre at 10 o'clock
.tncllelal l)ltrl t
A M, on the 9th day of Auir. 1920, next
George O. Cable, T'laintlfl )
at this office, the following tract of
vs.
) No.
Henry Chureh, Wrs. Henrv )
land;
Sec 5 T 18 N.
Church and aTl unknown )
R 25E, N M P M
claimants of iirterestB In )
the complaint adverse to )
The sale will not be kept open, but
the premises described In )
the plaintiff, Defendants )
will be declared closed when those preThe above named defendants, Henry
Church, Mrs. Henry Church and all un- sent at the hour named have ceased
known claimants of interests in the bidding, The person makine
the hich.
premises described in the comiplalnt adD
verse to the plaintiff, are hereby noti- est bid w,ll be required to immediately
fied that the a"bove entitled action has pay to the
Receiver the amount there
been commenced by the above named
plaintiff atralnst the above narrad de- of.
fendants, the tfeneral objects o' vhlch
Any persons claiming adversely the
action are to quiet in plaintirf tV title
to the real property hereinafter des
d above -- described land
are advised to
and that plaintiff's title be establ shfile their claims or objections, on or
ed and that the above named defendants, and each of them, be barred r d
before the time
designated for sale
forever estopped from having or claln--inany rlxht, title or interest In and
9
Paz Valverde
Register
to said Ten! property. The real proper- .
ty affected by this action by which it Is
vey thereof, with all the rights. mem- srtURht to quiet title belntc the following described real property, situate,
Prepare for "Leisure Years."
bers and appurtenances thereto in any
and beinR in Mora County, New
liong life Is not worth while unless It wise belonging.
Mexico,
The South Half of the Northeast Is acilve. Merely to exist In dull nnd
Quarter and the North Hnlf of the passive contemplation of
FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE
the Imme-Southrast Quarter of Section Four, ,
COMPANY,
Township
Nineteen,
Range fliate environment Invites the verdict,
North,
Twenty Siv, Ens of tho New Mexico Better dead." Men. and
women who 1J B. LUSK, Attorney.
Principal Meridian.
And said defendants, and ench of hope to live long and retain their fac
them, are Turfher notified fhnt vnless
'
tlrvy errter their appearance herein on ulties slifitild. If a r.nltinifire physician
or before the rflth day of July. 1920. !1s t tie Relieved. tnl;e a little thought
Jtnlirmsjit will be rendered against them , In advance for the work of
TEE NEW MOTOR FUEL "
the "lei- by default.
FOR
years.
'ure"
That the name and postoffice address
ff plaintiffs attorney Is V. K. Holly,
TRUCKS. AERO- .AlT'V.ror.a-- S.
New Mexico.
A'OTICE FOR PUBLICATION
WITNTCPtf. mv hand and
seal cf
Shid court at Moth. Mora Countv. New
CA3 OTCiio "i 0 RE POWER,,
Mexico, this 2fi1h day of May, 1 f20.
Department oí' the Interior
MORE SPEED, MORE
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
MILES
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
"j
(SEAL)
Clerk cf Said Court
May 18, 1920
Ey Lui7. Pacheco, Deputy.
Ifotice
4c
Gasoline
is hereby given that Bruce
Per Gallrn
at
T4.
E. Moyer, of Mills, Mora Co., N. M.,
Two gallons of gasoline treated'
who, on December 8, and December 12 with two
tablets will
FOR SALE:
Some
Good 1916, made Homestead Entrvs No. drive your motor as far as three gal- Milk Cows, 7 miles north of Roy ÍI23476, .and No. 028883, for Lot 4, Ions of ordinary, untreated gasoline.
permitting-25Section 18, T. 22N., Rng. The use of
SE'i
Priced to sell.
Clayton, N. M., S1, SWU, S
the adjustment of the carburetor to
CALVIN JONES
Sec. 13, N
NWii, Section 24 the "leanest" mixtif possible, thus
Twp. 22N., Rng 24E., N. M. P.
less fuel.
The extra ONE
Fe Sal
Red :and black camber ridiaa, has filed notice of intention to gallon of GASOLINE-EFFICIENCCane Seed, Hog and German Millet make Three Year Proof, to establish thus acquired, which costs you only
e
seed, also 1Q
Durham claim to the land above desenned,
is ai tm'.lv the fame as purchasing
c
cows and registered Durham bull, 2 fore F. II. Foster, U. S. Commission, 'gasoline at 4c r.er gallon.
years old, ;also
Durham er, at kis .offee.at Roy, N. M., on the
FMMIN'ATFS CARBON
bull. These cattle are from an Jowa 2nd day of July,
will remove practicClaimant
nanus
as
witnesses:
Dairy Herd and good stuff. Tubercu
James Baker, George Hale, O. Ar- i
lin inspected in Iowa and N. M. and
ally !!
th" Pir.ton-Heabogast, Frank burns, all of Mills, N.
Spark-PlugCylinders,
passed.
ard
It will
M.
k?en tv",m clean It improves your
E. M. DHKEMINIEH,
FRAXCISCO DELGADO,
engine It cuts expense.
14 Pd.
Mills, N. M.
RegisietORDINARY GASOLINE AND
NOTICE OF CONTEST
DEPOSIT CARBON
Department of the Interior
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Gasolin
or Distillate treated with
United SUtes Land Office
goneates a ga?i which
Santa Fe, N. 31., May .20, 1920
Department of .the Interior
To Ray R. Lang, of
N. M.. v.. o. xi.u uu
l oaiua re, J.N. m. bon in your engine so that it is blown
Contestee:
'May 2It 1U
out by the exlaust through the muff.
.
You are hereby notified that Henry
.Notice is hereby given that Matilde er
Garzina, who gives Roy, N. M., as his Gonzales, of Mills, Mora Co., N. M.,
postoffice address, did on April 3, 1920 wb m December 6th, 1915, made ti.
file in this office his ilujy corroborated E., No. 0253C1, for Lots 2, 3. 4.
S1.
twF
W0
application to contest and secure the NWÍ4, W
SWJ4 . Section 1, Twp dog a carburetor, and will not injure
cancellation of your Homestead En- yl!SL- Krur
.
Hi P M Vino fila1
try No.
Serial No. 005235, made notice of intention to make Three
July 26, 1919, for EV
E, NE Year Proof, to establish claim to the MAKES 2 GALLONS DO THE
M Sec. 23; SW'4, W
NWV4, Sec. land above described,
before l' i;.
WORK OF 3
24; NWVi, Sec. 25, and E
NEU, Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy,
Section 26, Twp. 19N., Rng. 21E., N. N. M., on the 8th day of July, l'J2u.
When gasoline is treated with GAS"
M. P. M., and as grounds for his con
Claimant names as witnesses:
a motor will consume only 2
test he alleges that you have wholly
Uisulo Ganzales,
Felez Cordoba, gallons of gasoline thus treated, inabandoned your homestead entry; that Fermin Madrid, Mazimo Madrid, ail stead of 3 gallons of
ordinary gaseo,
you have not established residence nor of Mills, N. M.
line.
improved the land in any way, and
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
that said absence from the land was
RESULTS
Register
not due to your employment in the
A motor will start easier, pick-u- p
military or naval organizations of the
faster, run smoother, and develop a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
United States or the National Guard
greater power.
Automobiles using
of any of the several states.
will climb hills in the
Department
Interior
of
the
You are, therefore, further notified
"HIGH-GEAR- "'
which
they could
that the said allegations will be taken U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. hardly climb in "SECOND" with un.
May 21, 1920
as confessed, and your said entry will
treated gasoline.
Notic3 is hereby given that Jame9
be canceled without further right to
be heard, either before this office or A. Baker, of Mills, Mora County, N.
DIRECTIONS
on appeal, if you fail to file in this M., who on May 18th, 1915, made
Follow Carefully
Homestead Entry No. 017817, for
office within twenty days after the
Use
one
tablet.
FOURTH publication of this notice-- . NW4 Section 13, Twp. 22N., Rng. CRUSHED,
to each gallon of gaso
'
as shown below, your answer, under 21E., N. M. P. Meridian', has filed
line in tank. Allow fifteen minutes
oath, specifically responding to these iot':c2 of intention to make Three
to dissolve. Adjust carburetor to as
allegations of contest, together with Year Proof, to establish claim to the
a mixture as possible.
lean
due propf that you have served a copy land above described, before F. H.
of your answar on the. said contestant Foster, U. S. Commissioner at Roy,
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
either in person or by registered mail. N. M., on the 8th day of July, 1920.
Every authorized representative or
ou should Etate in you? ansv.-j- r the
Claimant names as witnesses:
salesman is instructed to refund your
George W. Hale, W. E. Cunning
name of the postoftiec to which you
money if
fails to do as
lssire futura notices to be sent to yj::. ham, B. E. Moyer, A. L. Early, all of we claim.
Mills, N. M. FRANCISCO, DELGADO.
PRICE $1.00 PER BOX
'
IRANCISCO DELGADO,
Rtgirtor.
Register
L. T. GIBSON, ROY, N. M.
First Publication May 29, 1520.

State of New Mexico,

)

st

N. M.

May 29, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Emil!o
iGarcia, of Sabinoso, New Mexico, who,
on May 19, 1916, made Hnmeetead .Entry Serial No. 025571, for the E'2 Section 24, Township 17 N., Range 24 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico, on

Clayton N

June. 7, 1920
Notice is hereby given that as directed by the commissioner of the General
Land Office, under provisions of
R S. pursuant to the application

el

Public Sale

(6)

at

1920

6-- 1,

Sec-215-

Faature showing the works of ithe Bolsheviki
Just think of it
NINE LONG KEELS AT THE STANDARD PRICES
Children 25c.
Adults 50c
Six-Re-

"C"

We write Hail Insurance.
Bentley&Krabbenschmidt, Agt's

f

ALSO

A

State of New Mexico )
County of Mora
)
Whereas, by virtue of authority vest
ed in the Mortgagee, Floersheim Mer-- r
cantile Company, a corporation, in a
certain Mortgage deed. made, exe
cuted and delivered to said Mortga
gee on the 12th day of August, A. D..
1916, by the Mortgagors, Jose Leon
Romero, and his wife, Lucaria de Romero, and duly recorded in number
Book 8, on page 807, records of real'
estate mortgages of Mora county.
State of New Mexico, on the 21st day
of August, A. D., 1916, for securing:
the payment of a certain promissory
note for the sum of $250.00, .nore fully described in said mortgage deed.
executed and delivered by said mort
gagors to said mortgagee, ar J payable'
to said mortgagee at Roy, said county
and State, on the 1st day of October;.
A. D., 1917, and bearing twelve per
cent interest per annum írom date
until paid, and also providing for tho'
payment of ten per cent" additional on
the amount of principal and interest
then due as attorney fees, if placed
in the hands of an attorney for collection, and it having become necessary to place the same in an attorneys hands for collection, and has
been so placed.
And, whereas, the said Floersheim
Mercantile Company, is the holder and
owner of said note, and the said Jose
Leon Romero, and hii wife, Lucaria
de Romero, have made default in Ihe
payment of said note above described
and the same is now past due and
unpaid, principal, interest and attorney fees in the total sum to Three
Hundred Ninety Nine and
0
($399.47) Dollars, and whereas, said
mortgagors have from timo to time
been requested to pay 3aid note, but
have refused a.od still refuses no to
do, we will offer for sale, between the
legal hours thereof, towit:
between
the hours of nine o'clock A. M., and
the setting of the sun, on the 19th
day of June, A. D., 1920, at Roy, said
county and State, at public auction,
to the highest bidder, and on the
street in front of said mortgagees
business house, said real estate being
described as follows, towit: The south
quar- east quarter of the South-eaar.d the east
of Section twenty-si- x
quarter and the
half of the north-eas- t
northeast quarter of the southeast
quarter of Section thirty-fivin town
ship twenty north of Range twenty-fou- r
east of the New Mexico principal
meridian New Mexico, containing on&
sixÍ.y . a,crf
hunjlred

0.

FOR SALE

35"

U-BO-

MORTGAGE

'C"ofe-1-2une, 7, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
by the Commissioner
of the General
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
of
Webb Kidd,
of Roy, N.M.
Serial No. 026789, we will offer

Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

Clayton, New Mexico

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE OF

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Shropshire Sheep

Poland China Hogs

bid.

Fashion Note.
A smile Is cooler In summer

Classified
Ads

Dealers and Shippers of

"THE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TP. ACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

y

ZC. F. C.

White, Auctioneer,

Schultz

&

Johnson, Clerks.

e,

lb-e-

x

tal

"Vf'o0

w

to-w- it:

1

p;,.'fs. rrc7nu' and ail.

-5
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SW,

GAS-O-LIF- E

SE,

high-grad-

be-4-

lt'a

GAS-O-LIF- E

ct.-'io-

s.

OAS-O-LIF- E

Daw-?on-
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SE,

GAS-O-LIF- E

'
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN.

HEVS TO DATE

Appreciation of the American ware
house relief system and its successful
work was expressed to the noover
ommltteo in Berlin by Chancellor
.
Mueller.
Gen. Candido Agullar, governor of
of the late
Vera Crua and
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF President Carranza, has surrendered to
the new government and will be al
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
lowed to leave the country.
THE WORLD.
Edward Valpas, editor and leader of
the Finnish Socialist party and of the
Finnish revolution in 1918, has been
sentenced to prison for life. He was
OURImG
tried on the charge of high treason.
Internationally
Crawford,
Clifton
known actor, was found dead In LonRECORD Or IMPORTANT EVENTS don In an areaway of the hotel at
which he was stopping, having fallen
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
five stories from the window of his
PEOPLE.
room.
An explosion during experiments In
Western Newippr Union Nwi Servio.
the chemical laboratory of Muenster
University reBulted In the death of six
WESTERN.
Twenty-nin- e
coal cnrs loaded with students, says a wireless message from
seriously
automobiles were unloaded with a der- Berlin. Several others were
rick In record time at Omaha the other injured.
Germany has submitted a statement
day at the order of the local terminal.'
committee so they could be released to the allied control commission declaring that 23,000 pieces of German
for service.
I. N. Brnmhall, 75, pioneer northeast artillery remain to be destroyed and
up,
Nebraska contractor, was killed by a that 800 have already been broken
railway train In a deep according to the Echo de Paris.

Ill PARAGRAPHS

the past week

Northwestern
cut In the western part of Tekawah,
Neb. He was taking a short route to
bis home at the time.
When a psychic produced the ghost
of Detective Claude Former's "sister,
Ethel," from the greut beyond, Fortner
made a flying tackle and nabbed "Ethel" by the ankles. "Ethel," whose true
name is William Abner, Is In Jail at
Seattle.
son of Mr.
Benjamin Fish,
and Mrs. Max Fish, was Instantly
tilled and Joe Gdalevlch, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jacob Gdalevlch, was slightly
Injured when a coaster wagon on which
they were rtdinu pilfSM? under an auto
truck at Sioux City, Iowa. .
More Ulan $05 worth Of tut flowerS
assembled at the First Baptist church
at Atchison, Kan., for use in decorating graves of veterans, were stolen.
The flowers had been purchased by
public subscription It Is believed they
were hauled away by thieves In a motor truck.
Walter Hansen, former bank clerk,
Jumped In front of a passenger train
at Omaha and was killed. A list of
debts totaling $3G3 was found In his
Members of the crew saw
pocket.
Hansen spring from behind a clump
of trees and throw himself In front of
the train. He was 21 years olí and
unmarried.
Stepping off a moving Northwestern
train as it was leaving the union station at Omaha, Charles McFudden of
Oakland, Calif., alighted directly In
front-oan oncoming railroad motor
car and was ground to death. McFad-dehad boarded the train to say good-bto his wife and daughter, who were
en route to Carroll, Iowa.
Two prisoners burned their way out
of the city Jail at Tacoma, Wash., and
escaped.
The prisoners wrapped
rags around the end of a long
pipe and placed the flaming mass
against the wooden ceiling of their cell.
A hole was burned through the ceiling
and Into the city controller's office.
The men crawled through this opening
and made their way to the street.
y

WASHINGTON.
A favorable report was ordered by
the Senate territories committee on
the House bill creating a Hawaiian
homes commission for the development
of lands in the insular possessions.
Increased salaries for postal
amounting to approximately
J33,000,000 for the first year, effective
July 1, were recommended In a repor'
to Congress by a Jolut congressional
commission.

Application for a loan of $3,500,000
out of the $300,000,000 revolving fund
provided in the transportation act was
made to the Interstate Commerce Commission by the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient railroad.
Next year's naval budget was fixed
at about $436,000,000 under a complete
agreement on the naval appropriation
bill reached by Senate and House conThe original House bill cnr- ferees.
ried $425,000,000 and the Senate about

Resht, an Important city In Persia,
sixteen miles southeast of Enzell, the
most Important Caspian seaport of
that country, and about 150 miles
northwest of Teheran, has been occupied by Russian Bolshevist troops, according to advices received by the Persian legation at Constantinople.
The Ukrainian mission has addressed
a protest to Premier Lloyd George, to
be forwarded to the supreme economic
council, claiming for Ukrainla a proportional share of the gold which the
mission understands Gregory Krnssin,
Russian soviet minister of trade and
commerce, propose to use to buy supplies for soviet Russia.
Applause from a large audience re
sounded in the little theater of Ser- bruck, near Geneva, while a gigantic
python slowly crushed Its trainer, a
Hungarian girl, to death. The girl
shrieked for help as the colls of the
serpent closed about her, but the audience believed her cries were part of
the entertainment and cheered loudly.
Seventy Argentine soldiers are reported killed and many wounded In an
encounter with a tribe of Pllaga Indians In the Chaco Territory of Northern Argentina. Dispatches say the
troops were ambushed by superior
numbers of Indians, who attneked them
in reprisal for the alleged destruction
of one of their camps and the seizure
of arms and ammunition from the Indians.

GENERAL.
Fire destroyed a section of pier at
Galveston owned by the Morgan Steam
ship line. The lo.ss, including pier,
warehouses and their contents, was estimated at $2,000,000.
The Lincoln hotel fire In Seattle in
which four lives were lost, was probably the work of an Incendiary, Fire
Harry W. Bringhurst asMarshal
serted. ' Ten fires In that city during
the last month were of like origin, ac
cording to the fire marshal, and six of
these were set In the basement of ho
tels.
More than 500,000 gallons of whisky
have been withdrawn from bonded
warehouses In the Pittsburg district
since January 16th, last, with bogus
ind forged permits, according to an
announcement made by W. H. Hind.
agent for
man, federal prohibition
Pennsylvania. Mr. Hindnmn said cases
under suspicion run into thousands.
Washington. House and Senate eonferences on the army appropristion
bill tentatively agreed to fix the ap
proprlation for the army air service
at $33,000,000, of which $6,000,000
would be used for new equipment and
The
$5,250,000
for research work.
House hill fixed the appropriation at
$27,255,000, and the Senate Increased It
!o $40,000,000.

The John A. Roberts Corporation of
Utico, dealers In wearing apparel, was
fined $55,000 by Federal Judge liar
land B. Howe, following its conviction
of profiteering on eleven counts at
Syracuse, N. Y.
$467,000,000.
Although Luther Davis, giant negro,
The trial cf Alfredo Cocchl, who Is admitted to Oakland police of having
imprisoned in Bologna, Italy, on the robbed hundreds of spooners in "lovcharge of having murdered Ruth Cru-ge- r ers' lane," only two of the holdups
of New York City, on February 13, were reported to the police. Davis had
1017, will begin October 23 at Bologna,
'em hypnotized, police say.
the State Department bus been advised
Samuel Compers, president of the
at Washington.
American
Federation of Labor, de
The Senate passed a House hill aun war between the United
clared
that
property
custodian
thorizing the alien
would result If the
to return property taken over during States and Mexico
of the Senate com
recommendations
enemy
to
of
former
citizens
the war
countries who are now residents of mitteo which investigated the Mexican
independent states set up under the affairs were carried out.

treaty of Versailles.
President Wilson has appointed a
commission of three men to settle the
wage controversy between anthracite
coal miners and operators. The commission's award Is to be made within
sixty days If possible and Its award as
to wages will be retroactive to April
1, the date when the contracts between
the miners and operators expired.
Recent advances In the price of gasoline and other petroleum products
were ascribed "more to varying conditions of supply and demand in the light
of emphasized and pessimistic statements as to the future supply than to
a combination In restraint of trade"
by the federal trade commission in :1
report to Congress.
Senate Investigation of preconven-tio- n
financing campaigns for the
nomination will be continued
after the Republican convention and
before the Democratic convention, under present plans of the committee.
.

r.res-,'dentl-

Flo Lewis, a dancer in "Tick-TacToe," a musical comedy on Broadway
at New York, brought suit asking
k

$100,000

from the producers because
a broken lee
She asserted
able to dance
the imperfect
caused her to

she fell and Incurred
during a performance.
that she will never be
again.
It Is claimed
condition of the stage
fall.

A gift of $10,000 to their retiring In
ternatlonal president, Charles C. Fhay
of New York, was made by members
of the International Alliance of The
atrleal Stage Employés and Motion
Picture Operators of the United States
and Cannda at the closing session of
their annual convention at Cleveland,
Ohio.

Frank Zolen, proprietor of a garage,
was killed in an explosion
which
wrecked his house In Omaha. His partially burned body was found two
hours later. Police have not determined the cause of the exploslo.

Ugly, Unsightly Pimples
of Bad Blood
Are Signals
.
.. ...
.

WATER POWER

LATE

MARKET

.

BILL IS VETOED

Give Heed to the warning.

QUOTATIONS
Wtittrn Newspaper Union Newi Service
UENVEH MAIIKETS.
,
Cnííle.
Beef ateers (yearlinira) . . .$12 00 13.60
Beef ateers. choice toDilme 12 25b13.00
Beef leerá, good to choice 11. 50lu12.vil
Beef lefrs, fair to good. 10. 5UW 11.1)0
10. 60u11.26
Helfera, prime
Cows, rat, good to choice., 10. Ü0w)ll.;.5
8. 116 W 10.00
Cows, fair to good
Cutters and feeder cows.. 4. 60 (tf 6.00
3. 00
4.60
Canners
6. 7 by 8.60
Bulls
14, OOitflH.SU
Veal calves
Feeders, rood to choice... 10. 2510.75
Feeders, fair to good..... 9. OlXtflO.OO
Stockers, pood to choice... 8. 5041 9.60
7. 60 it 8.00
Stackers, fair to good
Hogs.
Good

I13.7514.15

hog

Sheep.
Lambs, fat, good to choice.$18.0018.r.O
Sprint; lambs
lu.0Ht lti.OO
14.0UW15.CÜ
Shorn Iambs
8.20 10.60
Shorn ewes
Dressed Poultry.
following prices on dressed
poultry are net F. O. 11. Denver.
45
Turkeys, No. Is
40
Turkeys, old turns
34
Hens, lb
27
25
Mucks, young
(fc)27
25
Geese

Turkeys,
Hens, lb
Ducklings
Gosllnus
Broilers,
Cocks
Springs

23

10

fa25

Mve Poultry.
lbs. or over

40
33
18
20

crop

1920

320

(JJ22
60

16

ta

Ese, strictly
count

fresh,

case

,.10.0010.50
6 62

50
S6

3

ni,
...

Fruit.

IMPORTANT

MEASURES

ASPIRIN

Western Newipaper Union News 8ervlce.

Washington. June 7 Eleven bllll
nnd resolutions passed by Congress la
the elosinir duvs of its session, includ
ing' the wnter power measure und tho
Joint resolution repealing most of the
laws nnd proclamations, were
killed by President Wilson through a
measures.
nocket velo." Fifty-eigh- t
Including the merchant murine bill and
that providing for the exclusion and
expulsion of aliens from the United
States who are members of anarchis
tic organizations, were approved.
The nutst Important measures to
pass were :
The naval appropriation bill, carry
ing $13ti,X0,000.
The army appropriation bill, carry
ing ?304,029,O0O.
The sundry navy bill, carryin

LIFT

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

OFF CORNS!

Doesn't hurt a bit!

,

Sore corns

lift right off with fingers.
Magic

I

e

"Bayer Tableta of Aspirin" is genuproved safe by millions
and prescribed by physicians for over
twenty years. Accept only nn unbroken
"Bayer package" which contains proper
directions to relieve Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Colds and Pain. Handy tin boxes of 12
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger "Bayer packages." Aspirin
Is trade mark Bayer Manufacture
ine Aspirin

Salieyllcacld,
Adv.
J..,"M5y!
""
eipects to accom
Every
plish something when he wakes up.
.

urtier

Freshen a Heavy 8kln
With the antiseptic, fascinating Cutl-cur- a
Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented convenient, economical face,
Costs few ientsf Drop a little
skin, baby and dusting powder and Freezone on that touchy com, Instantperfume. Renders other, perfumes su- ly .that corn stops hurting, then yoa
1
perfluous. One of the Cutlcura Toilet lift It right out with the Angers.
Trio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). AdT.
Why wait? Your druggist sellf a
tiny bottle of Freezone for a few cents,
If you would be light hearted quit sufficient to rid your feet of every hard
looking on the dark side of everything. corn,
soft corn, or corn between the
toes, and calluses, without soreness or
e
glistening-whittable Irritation.
To Insure
Freezone Is the much
linens, use Red Cross Bag Blue In your talked of discovery of the Cincinnati
laundry. It never disappoints. At all genius. Adv.
good grocers, 5c.
trading
amending
wltn
the
An act
the enemy act so as to permit the res
AN EXCEPTION
FLY PAPER IN PLACE- - WOULD MAKE
toration of seized property to returned KEEPS
..
enemy aliens and to residents of for
r ...
German Captain Decided
Captured
mer enemy countries now residents oj Device That Will Be Appreciated by
on
This Occasion He would
That
Anyone Who Has Sat on the
new countries set up under the peace
Forget About Honor.
Abomination.
treaty.
An act to establish a woman s bu
Among the letters from France that
A New Jersey man has Invented a
reau in the Department of Labor.
have been printed In the Atlantic
In
position
one
keep
device
to
An act Kranling pensions and In
Monthly there is to be found this encrease of pensions to certain sailors and from being blown by the wind on tertaining episode:
'
and soldiers of wars other than the to father's favorite chair or mother's
code of tlie German officers is,
The
conlace
curtains.
most
It
treasured
Civil War, and widows and dependent
to surrender ; but of course they
sists of a frame having grooves at each never
relatives of such persons.
cannot, live up to it. In a recent raid
of
sheet
the
the
to
insertion
permit
end
tn
authorizing
in
An act
enlistment
sergeant I know made a prisoner
A narrow strip of wood Is a
English of
federal forces of
a German captain who, as they
of
groove
the
over
forced down Into the
citizens and aliens.
walked to the rear, cursed his luck
lower
It
At
taut.
hold
paper
the
to
Immigration
regulating
the
An act
In fluent French, saying that he was
loof aliens and their residence In the end of the frame three grooves are
unawares, that an officer never
caught
any
care
taking
of
variations
cated for
United States.
surrendered,
but fought to the end.
Important measures which failed of In the lengths of the
"Stop here, my captain, and let ks
Is
Its
It
In
frame,
When
the
nassasre included:
may be placed up In any convenient consider this," said the sergeant seriThe soldier bonus bill, which wa
conspicuous as to ously. "There are several articles of.
passed by the House, but which was place, and will be so
being sat upon. your equipment to which my fancy-runsbefore
seen
readily
be
not taken UD by the Senate.
r
That watch, for Instance,
as a holder
being
to
useful
In
addition
The budget bill, which President Wil
I
puttees,
purse-and
that
fat
the device can be used as
son vetoed and which the Senate failed for
saw you change to your hip pocket..
embroidery-frara- e
a
or
as
stretcher
an
to pass after the House had amended
you and gratify
for cloth or paper. Popular Science Ferhaps I can oblige
It to meet the President's objection.
my whim. Suppose you were suddenly
Monthly.
The bill to regulate and control the
to run a quick shot would Bave your
meat packing industry.
honor, and me he trouble of escorting,
Impossible.
The cold storage bill.
"The doctor advised me to take you to the rear. And I am an excelThe bill to abolish the housing cor
something every day to whet my ap- lent shot, I assure you."
poratlon.
But the German was not interested.
petite."
Besides the legislation passed, uon
expect you to do that
he
did
"How
eress also sent to the President and
It Kind.
without a prescription?"
he approved sixteen supply measures,
."I have been much Interested lately
carrying a totul of $2,088,385,143. PerA fool may know when to quit, but In autohypnosls."
manent appropriation bills of a total
a
"What kind of a make is that?"
wise man knows when to begin.
of $1,492,000,000 also were passed and
approved.
Durine the six months of the session
lust ended, a total of approximately
twenty thousand bills and resolutions
were introduced. The Senate approved
about 315 bills nnd joint resolutions,
and the House 378 bills and Joint resoThe former adopted about
lutions.
?30 resolutions not requiring House
action and the House adopted about
the same number not needing Senate
action.
58,000,000.

The army reorganization bill.
The merchant marine bill.
The postoffice pay Increase bill.
A bill Drovldine for the exclusion
and expulsion from the United State
of aliens who are members of anarchistic organizations.
An act to pension soldiers ana sail
war, tho
ors of the
Philippine Insurrection and the China
relief expedition.
A bill permitting government-owneradio stations to handle private and
press messages.

J3.004.2&

Vegetables.
.0
$
.07
Asparagus, lb
8.60(U 9.00
Beans, navy, cwt
6.00 W 6.75
Beans, Pinto, cwt
.22 Hi .25
Beans, Lima, lb
17
.Viitf
Beans, green, lb
124j .17
Beans, wax, id
S.00 4Í 4.Ú0
Beets, cwt
.00$ 8.50
Carrots, cwt
.20
.18
Cauliflower, lb
H. H. cucumbers, doz.... 1.60(0 2.00
1.10
.90
Leaf lettuce, h. h doz..
.7510) LOO
Lettuce, head, doz.
3.50
Onions, Colo., cwt.
.75
.60
Parsley, So., doz
5.60
4.50
Parsnips, per cwl
.15
peas,
.12u
lb
Green
.40
.35
Peppers
10.0012.00
Potatoes, new
8.75
7.60
Potatoes, Colo
.30
.20
Radishes, Ions h. h
.30
.20
Radldhes, round h. h
.05
.04
Spinach
8.00
7.00
Colo.,
cwt
Turnips,

Spanish-America-

n

d

Cv

i

HAY AND CHAIN.

Grain.
Buying prices (bulk) carloads, F. O.
TI
Tlenver:
.13.55
Corn. No. 3 yellow
Corn, No. 3 mixed
.!
3.70
Oats, per cwt
Barley, per cwt
Hay.
$36.00
Timothy. No. 1. ton
34.00
Timothy, No. 2, ton
35.00
ton
South Park, No. 1.
33.00
South Park, No. 2, ton
33.00
Alfalfa, ton
27.50
Second Bottom, No. 1, ton
26.00
Second Bottom, No. 2, ton
12.00

Straw

. TMa wmertv is the ereat- est vegetable blood purifier known,
and contains no minerals or chemicals to injure the most delicate
skin.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. today,
and get rid of those unsightly and
disfiguring pimples, and other skin
irritations. ' If you wish special
medical advice, you can obtain it
without charge by writing to Medical Director, 105 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.

f,.,.,v.ia

We are sure of the success of our
The small boy who is being corrected never goes to sleep at the switch. work, for It Is right; and right la
stronger than wrong.

SESSION.

-

64
48

(

FAIL. TO PASS FINAL

-

49

Butter Fat,

Apples, Colo, box

MANY

The District of Columbia bill, car
rying $18,373,000.
Tim UllUoiúatR- and consular appro
priation bill carrying $0,218,537.
The third deficiency bill, carryinf

65

,,u,;y

.....tJ
Station

AWARD WAR PENSIONS

$436,000,000.

iiutter.
Creamery, first grade
Creamery, second grade
Process Hutter
Packing stock
Direct

WENTY THOUSAND BILL8 WERE
OFFERED DURING LAST SES-- ,
SION OF CONGRESS.

war-tim-

The

Itoosters

Pimples on the face and other
of the body are warnings
from Nature that your blood is
sluggish and impoverished. Sometimes they foretell eczema, boils;
blisters, scaly eruptions and other
skin disorders that burn like
flames of fire.
They mean that your blood needs
8. S. S. to cleanse it of these accumulations that cause unlimited

parts

.

r.

HIDES AND PELTS.
Quotations
furnished by Charles
&
Co., Inc.
Friend
Denver Price Mat.
Dry Flint Hides.
.33
Butcher. 16 lbs. and up
32
Butcher, under 16 lbs
30
Fallen, all weights
.19
Bulls and stags
17
Culls
Dry Salt hides, 6c per ID. less.
Dry Flint Pelts.
30
Wool pelts
25
Short wool pelts

Butcher shearings
No. 2 murrain shearings
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts
Green Salted Hides, Etc.

18

Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 1
Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 2....
Bulls, No. 1
Bulls, No. 2
Glues, hides and skins
Kip, No. 1
Kin

No.

2

25
Calf. No. 1
Calf, No.
No.
calf,
Kip
and
Branded
I...
Kmnried Kio and calf. No. 2...
Part cured hides, 2c per lb. less than
cured.
Green hides, 4c per lb. less than
cured.
Green Salted Horsehldea.

No. 1
No. 2

,

Headless, 60c less.
Ponies and glue

$7.007.60
6.00 '.6.60
2.50

3.50

SI UTA I. AIAKKKTS.

Colorado settlement prices:
99c.
Bar silver,
Copper, pvimU, 1920c.
Lead, $8.90.
Spelter, $7.90.
Tungsten, per unit, $6.60015.00.

those-leathe-

r,

A Cóífee-hk- e

geverap'e

Fires Endanger Many.
St. Johns, N. F. Forest fires, start
ed by sparks from locomotives, have
EASTERN LIVE STOCK.
At Chicago.
destroyed several settlements on the
Chlcaco. Cattle Top heavy. $14.90
peninsula. Many residents were
Avalon
bulk, all weights, $13.00 14.25; she
stock and bulls steady to 25 cents forced to put to sea in boats to escape
higher; yearling heifers, $14.25; bulk the flames. Four girls, who were cut
cows. $9.00410.76; best bolognas, $8.50
calves mostly 60 cents lower; few off by the fire at Bay Hills, were researly at $14.45 15.55; good kind later cued after their hair and clothing had
packers,
to
$13.50 14.00;
feeders
The government sent relief
Ignited.
strong.
25
cents lower; top, trains to the district.
Hogs Spots
$14.80; bulk light and light butchers,
I14.6014.75; bulk 250 pounds and over.
$13.7614.40; pigs, 25 to 50 cents lower
Four Killed In Gambling Raid.
bulk, $U.2612.25.
Ga. Four men were killed,
Atlanta.
Sheep Choice spring lambs steady,
others 60 cents to $1 lower; choleo one Injured and nine arrested here as
spring lambs, $17.25, and bulk, $10.00
the result of a police raid on a house In
15.00; best shorn lamDs, fib.uu; duik,
$10.00614.00; choice ewes, $9.00; bulk, the negro section of the city, where it
J6.00&8.60.
Is alleged gambling was in progress.
Cash Grain In Chicas;).
Chicago. Wheat No. S red. $2.93
No. A northern spring, sz.sa.
Corn No. 2 mixed, $1.961.96H; No,
X yellow,
l.7(tfl..
Oats No. 2 white, $1.1201.14; No,

I white, ii.iz.
Rye

No. 2, $2.16.
1.70.
$1.65
Timothy Seed $10.00012.00.
Clover Seed $25.0035.00.

Barley

Pork Nominal.
Lard $20.27.
Bibs

Cklengo Dairy.
Butter Creamery,

Winterhalter, a member of the general
board, and former commander In chief
of the Asiatic fleet, died suddenly at
the naval hospital here. Pneumonia
was the cause of the admiral's death.
He had been 111 only a few days.
Admiral Winterhalter was born In Deyears ago. He was a
troit sixty-fomember of the board of control and
management of the World's Fair at
Chicago in 1893-anlater served on the
flagship of the Pacific fleet.
ur

$17.6018.50.

Chicago.

Admiral Winterhalter Dead.
Washington.
Rear Admiral Albert

410

in flavor and appearance

liOSlllUlMlL
but Postum Is different because it contains no
drug.
health-disturbi-

Asaver in many ways

"There's a Zeason
Made by Postura Cereal Co.
Battle Creek,Mich.
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THE
Culllson looked quickly
and then at his daughter.

at

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Maloney

derson.

Do yon know In what restaurant she works?"
EFFICIENCY OF ILLINOIS FARMS COMPARED
"No. Mac didn't tell me." The boy
"I'll listen to what you've been hid
gulped
to swallow an unexpected lump
ing from me, he told them.
Miss in his throat "They was expecting to
"Oh, the boys had notions.
it
Kote argued with them and they saw get married soon."
"I I'll write to her," Kate promised,
things different" the Bar Double M
her eyes misty.
rláet explained.
"I'd be obliged, miss. Mac was a
But Culllson would not let it go at
that. He made them tell him the whole good boy. Anyone will tell you that
story. When Curly ana Moloney noa And he was awful fond of her. He
finished he burled his daughters little talked about her that last night before
hand in his big brown fist His eyes the' camp fire. Bad companions got
were dancing with pride, but he gave him going wrong, but he sure would
have settled down Into a good man.
her not a word of spoken praise.
Kate spoke to Curly. "Father wants That's straight goods, too. You write
me to tell you that we don't blame you It strong."
'Tve changed my mind. I'll not
for shooting at him. We understand
just how it was. Your friend got ex write but go to see her."
cited and shot as soon as he saw be
Curly could only look his thanks.
was surrounded. We are both very Words seemed strangely Inadequate.
sorry he was killed. Father could not But Kate understood the boy's unthe boys In time. Perhaps you re spoken wish and nodded her head rel.
t:
"
w-V?- 'Í
COPYRIGHT.BY G.W.DILLINGHAM COMPATW stop
'.
.
s'w.
'
member that he tried to get you to assuringly as he left the room.
'
surreuder."
Maloney
Curly
took
Kite
Bonflls
and
CHAPTER III.
The rustler nodded. "Yes, I heard back to Saguache and turned him over
v- u
6AM CULLISON.
holler to me to put my gun down, to Sheriff Bolt
hlra
The Culllsons, and Laura London,
blazed away ot me."
"How about ball?" Maloney asked.
Curly was awakened by Che sound but the others
Synopsis Adventurous and reck"And so you naturally defended
The sheriff smiled. Be was a long
of the cook beating the call to break
less, rather than criminal, and exyourself. Father wants It made clear lean leather-faceman with friendly
cited by liquor, Curly Flandrau
fast on a triangle. Buck was standing
that he feels you could have done noth eyes from which humorous wrinkles
and bis chum Mac, both practibed.
beside
the
cally mere boys, become Involved
ing else."
radiated.
"llow're they coming this glad
g
In a
adventure. DisCorn Harvester In Operation Where Conditions Are Favorable the Corn
"Much obliged. Tve been sorry ever
"Oh, say two thousand."
mo'ning, son?" he inquired with
posing of the stolen stock In the
my
on
only
Binder Increases Efficiency of Man Labor About 50 Per Cent
since I hit him, and not
,
on."
"You're
s
town of Saguache, Arts., the band
grin.
separates, Curly and his partner
own account"
I"
"What
"Fine and dandy," grinned back
(Prepared by the United States Depart- - plows, about 80 per cent stated that
staying in town. They are awak"Then none of us need to hold hard
A
with fifty dollars two
ment ot Agriculture.)
Flandrau. "How is Culllson?"
ened and told a posse Is in town In
gang plows, and
they use horse-draw-n
fafeelings."
The girl looked at her
weeks after pay day was a rarity. No
pursuit ot them. They elude their
"Good as the wheat, doc says. Mighty
efficiency of plows of 14 per cent reported the use of tractors
relative
The
with a wonder Bolt was surprised.
appeal
her
who
ther,
answered
pursuers. Overtaken next day, Mao
lucky for Mr. C. Flandrau that he la.
different sizes, the value of the tractor
plowing.
Is killed by the posse and Curly
again
It's not my money. Luck Culllson compared with horses, the saving ef for
Say, I'm to be yore valley and help grim nod, and then she turned
made captive, after he has shot
Sulky Plows Popular.
timidly.
"I
a
young
little
to
rustler
the
exMaloney
him,"
for
going
Is
ball
you Into them clofhes. Git a wiggle
one and himself been wounded.
fected by corn binders, hay loaders,
A large majority of the farmers use
asked
If
mind
I
you
would
If
wonder
plained.
The man shot Is Luck Culllson, a
on you."
and numerous other implements, and
sulky plows, nearly all of
question."
former fighting sheriff. Culllson's
Moloney's words
"Luck Culllson!"
Buck escorted his prisoner over to you a
other facts bearing on farm manage them with three horses In the spring.
friends, all cattlemen, determine to
as
to
ask
right
the
You've
earned
the
surprised
exclamation
from
had
the ranch messhouse. The others had
lynch Curly as an example to
ment are discussed by specialists of Three acres Is an average day's work
many as you like."
Curly. Why should the owner of the
cattle thieves.
With the rope
nnisned breakfast but Moloney was
the office of farm management, In a for this outfit. For the comparatively
told
been
We
have
about
"It's
around his neck Kate Culllson.
Circle C of all men go ball for him?
still eating. His mouth was full of
,i
is r
recently Issued. The publica few farmers using
bulletin
sulky plows
Luck's daughter, says "Not"
mey
can
man
you
dobpj
know tne
The sheriff commented dryly on the tion
hot cakes, but he nodded Across at
discusses In detail the standard with three horses In spring, plowing
true?"
Is
Stone.
that
was
kid
"1
one
thought
this
the
Curly In a casual friendly way.
fact
day's work In central Illinois; that Is, about three acres Is on average day's
Flandrau's eyes took on a stony look. that shot him."
"How's the villain In the play this
CHAPTER II. Continued.
the amount of work that the COO farm- work. While theoretically the
sponged
all
something
had
It was as If
mo'ning?" he inquired.
"That was Just a happenstance, ers Included In the investigation ordi plow should cover nbout 15 per cent
3
Still try
face.
his
from
boyishness
the
Twenty-on- e
Curly shot to save his bacon. Luck narily
usually looks on the
She was taking their assent for
do in that part of the work day more ground In the same length of
ing to get him to give away his partgranted. Now she waited and gave cheerful side of life. Curly had for ners In the rustling, were they? Well, don't hold any grudge."
devoted to a given farm operation, time, this apparently has not been
gotten for the moment about what
Bolt belonged to the political party such as the number of acres plowed found true In practice.
them a chance to chorus their agree
his
had happened to his, friend Mac. He he would show them he could take
opposed
to Culllson. He had been with a given equipment. In some Inn
except
None
spoke
e
of them
ment
Teams Preferred.
medicine without squealing.
ey. Most of them were with her In did not remember, that he was In the
e
ques backed by Cass Fendrtck, a sheepman stances the rate of work Is given in
The greater number of
asking
were
that
boys
"Your
shadow of a penitentiary sentence.
In
In
feud
and
with the cattle Interests
sympathy but none wanted to be first
teams
the bulletin In number of minutes per teams and even some
They had
night
Soapy
lost
about
tion
was
sun
The
shining
deep
a
out of
C
In giving way.
time, particular with the Circle outfit But load, as In loading and unloading hay, on
sulky plows for fall plowmy
neck
at
the
rope
round
blue sky. The vigor of youth flowed
he could not go back on his word. He or hauling and spreading manure.
She looked around from one to aning Is accounted for by the fact that
his veins. He was hungry and Nothing unfriendly In the matter, of and Maloney called together on the
other, still cheerful and sure of her through
my
From the figures published one may plowing In the fall Is usually about one
in
a good breakfast was before him. For course. Just a cusual interest
district attorney. An hour later Dick get a good idea of the rate at which Inch deeper than In the spring, and
ground apparently. Two steps brought
doings."
the present these were enough.
returned to the jail.
her directly In front of one. She
different farm operations are done in also by the fact that the ground Is genwith
looking
him
at
was
Culllson
"Me, I'm feeling a heap better than
It's all right, kid," he told Curly, the ports of the corn belt In question. erally dry and hard to turn. On an
caught him by the lapels of his coat
like
him
Into
the steel eyes that bored
I was last night" he admitted.
"You can shake off the dust of Sa For example, it is shown that one man average, outfits of the same size cover
and looked straight Into his eyes. "Tou
"Came pretty near losing you out of a gimlet Now he spoke sharply.
guache from your hoofs till court does from 70 to 80 per cent more with about a half acre less per day In the
have changed your mind, haven't you,
with
running
got
account
an
"I've
the cast, didn't we?"
meets In September."
Jake?"
gang plow fall than In the spring, due not only
the
"Might
out that way if the Sonpv Stone. Some day I'll settle It,
The big MIssourlan twisted his hat
To Flandrau the news seemed too than with the
plow. to the more difficult conditions menstage manager had not remembered likely. But that ain't the point now,
In embarrassment
good for the truth. Less than twentybunch
spring
the
given
his
friends
fall tioned above, but also to the fact that
vou
ore
know
Figures
and
for
Do
right cue in time."
"Sure. Whatever's right suits me." the
four hours ago he had been waiting plowing, harrowing, planting, cultivat- the time spent In the field Is about
he trails with?"
The
heart
prisoner
of
went
the
out
"Well, you know what Is right don't
of an hour less per day In the
Weariness still seemed to crouch In for the end of the road with A rope ing, harvesting, husking, seeding, un
to this man who was reaching a hand
you?"
around his neck. Now he was free to loading ear corn, unloading oats, load- fall.
cool eyes of Flandrau.
the
to
him
In
trouble.
his
always
He
had
"I expect."
As Is the case In spring plowing, the
"And If I say yes, I'll bet your next slip a saddle on his pony Keno and ing and unloading hoy, and hauling
"Then you won't hurt this man, our known that Moloney was true and ouestlon will be about the time and gallop off as soon as he pleased.
plow seems to cover practiThe
manure.
bulletin
spreading
and
snubbing
post but he bad
steady as a
prisoner?"
While he and Maloney were sitting Is entitled "The Standard Doy's Work cally as much ground per day as the
the place I last saw them."
any
not
him,
looked
from
for
kindness
"I haven't a thing against him If you
h
size, provided both are drawn
Copies may be
Kate picked up a photograph from opposite each other at the New In Centrol Illinois."
"Kite Just got a telephone message
haven't."
prisoner, Orleans Hash House waiting for a big hod by addressing the United States by the same number of horses. The
to
It
the
handed
and
table
the
"Then you won't hurt him? Tou from Saguache," the Bar Double A "We're not Interested In his friends-exc- ept tteak with onions he asked questions. department of agriculture, Washing addition of the fourth horse Increases
won't stand by and let the other boys man went on easily. "Tour friends
one of them. Did you ever see
the efficiency of the unit by about 10
"I don't savvy Culllson's play. Why- ton, D. C.
that bought the rustled stock dldn
do It?"
picture?'
up
that
sat
boy
two
for
per
thousand
digging
cent and the addition of the fifth
that
for
by
in
he
is
the
represented
this
fvr
The
farms
'
get
away
goods.
Seems they
with the
"Now, Miss Kate"
The print was a snapshot w a boy me? How does he know I won't cut quiry are fairly typical of those horse to the
plow results In
nnexInto
a
bunch
of
rurales
stumbled
She burst Into sudden tears.
"I
hau,! my stick for Mexico? Do you suppose throughout the middle western states, a similar Increase. Excepting under
about nineteen, a brigt-fac- i
freight
pull
had
to
pected
their
and
thought you were my friend, but now
some fellow, a little sulky around the Miss Kate made him?"
since the average crop area Is 167.4 favorable conditions, a sulky plow
I'm In trouble you you think only of sudden."
mouth but with a pair of straight hon
seems to be somewhat of an overload
"I reckon maybe she Influenced him, acres and an averoge of 32.1 acres'
Curly
In
getaway?"
"Make
their
making It worse."
est eyes.
why did she? You don't figure never planted to crops. Corn Is the for three horses of the size and type
But
could.
Indifferently
as
he
quired
as
Jake gave In Immediately and the
Curly shook his head slowly. Yet he that curly topknot of yours Is disturb principo! product, at least
of used on these farms.
rest followed like a flock of sheep. But In spite of himself a note of eager was vaguely reminded of some one he ing
Many Gang Plows Used.
the crop area being devoted to It, and
dreams any, do you?"
her
If
crept
the
For
ness
voice.
into
his
came
Two or three of the promises
knew. Glancing up, he found instant
n
Over 450 men reported using
"Quit your Joshing ana tell me the oat crop Is second In Importance.
two
would
be
escaped
men
bad
that
hard, but she did not stop till each
ly the clue to what had puzzled him. why?"
Ingang
on
plows
In
most
farms.
their
ground
The
cultivated
less witnesses against him.
one Individually bad pledged himself.
The young man in the picture was like
"I can't tell you for sure. But here's stances Is level, and so represents eas About 80 per cent of these plows have
"Yep."
The young man she bad saved could
Culllson, Ilk her father, too, for my guess. Don't cost you a cent
Kate
bottoms. Most of the remainli you ier working conditions than rolling off
could
I
they
bad.
"Too
hadn't
If
not keep his eyes from her. He would
matter.
that
ing
plows
bottoms. Some
have
country.
off,
rugged
with
there
First
satisfied
ain't
not
of
one
proved
by
it
was
have
them I
have liked to kneel down and kiss the
"He's your brother." The words was poor Mac shot by the Circle O
bottoms were reThe average time spent In the field, plows with
stock,'
men
the
who
them
told
the
curly
put
his
edge of her dress and
were out before Flandrau could stop boys. Course Mac was a horse thief, exclusive of the time used In going ported, but the number was so small
bead In the dust before her. The Ice Flandrau replied.
them.
but then he was a kid, too. That wor to and returning from the field,' at that no figures on their performance
"Like h you could," Buck snorted.
In his heart bad melted In the warmth
s
"Yes. You've never met him?"
of the
ried the little girl some. She got to morning, noon, and night. Is reported are given. Over
in
prisoner
grinned
his
then
at
standing
was
She
great
emotion.
a
of
"No."
Sam and how by these men as ten hours and ten men who use gang plows also reported
thinking
Brother
about
shame-face- d
one,
good
a
way:
"You're
close to him talking to Buck when he
Culllson had been watching the he might be In the same fix one of minutes per day devoted to spring the use of sulky plows.
son."
spoke In a low voice.
young man steadily. "Never saw blm these days as you are now. Ho'a on field work and corn cultivation; nine
A comparison of an average day's
Jake stuck his bead in at the door. with Soapy Stone
"I reckon I can't tell you how much
sulky plows and
is. Same hours and 55 minutes for haying and work for
Sam
good
deal,
a
mind
her
with
help
needed
to
you,
"Buck,
you're
miss."
Tm obliged to
"No."
SO
gang
shows
plows
that so far as
hours
too,
nine
man
and
harvesting;
I
reckon,
grain
old
way
with
the
The old man wants
She drew back quickly as if he had them
"Never heard Stone speak of Sam though he don't soy much. Well, site minutes for fall plowing and preparing horse labor Is concerned the gang plow
been a snake about to strike, her hand to have a talk with the rustler. Doc CulllBon?"
drawn by four horses Is the most effdecided Soapy Stone had led you ground: and nine hours and 20 min
Instinctively gathering her skirts so says he may. Maloney, will you take
"No. Soapy doesn't talk much about astray like he's doing with Sam. It utes for corn harvest.
icient unit in both spring and fall. In
that they would not brush against him hlra up to the house?"
who his friends are."
the spring this outfit covers one and a
got to worrying her for fear her brothImportant Facts Emphasized.
Maloney had once ridden for the
"I don't want your thanks," she told
nodded. "I've met
The
quarter acres per day per horse, while
some time. So
a
might
friend
brought
significant
need
er
Among
facts
the
drench
like
was
the
all
voice
with
the
htm, and her
Circle C and was friendly
him."
old
both the sulky plow drawn by three
worry
to
the
over
may
her
mentioned
Inquiry
be
handed
by
she
out
this
men on the place. He nodded. "Sure.1
of an icy wave.
Of course he had met him. Curly man and made him dig up for you."
horses and the gang plow drawn by five
following:
the
But when she saw the hurt In his
Into
the
womon
them
let
A Mexican
knew the story of how In one drive he
"That's about it Tell me what you
Under conditions where the use of a horses cover one acre per day per
eves she hesitated. Perhaps she chamber where the wounded man lay, had made a gather of outlaws that had
two-rocorn cultivator Is practicable, horse. The gang plow drawn by six
guessed that he was human after all, Kate was bending over the bed re- brought fame to him. Soapy lad know of Sam."
s
of an
"Sam is all right, but he has got off this machine enables one man on these horses covers but
for an Impulse carried her forward to arranging the pillows, but she looked broken through the net but the sheriff
man farms to cover nearly twice as much acre per horse.
take the rone from his neck. While up quickly when the two men entered, had followed him into the hills alone wrong foot first He and the old
kid ground per day as with a one-roIn the fall four horses with the gang
culti
his heart beat twice her soft fingers Her eves were still gentle with the and run him to earth. What passed got to kind of disagreeing, for the
honestly vator.
Three horses are most com plow cover 1.02 acres per horse, while
touched his throat and grazed his love that had been shining down from between the men nobody ever found was a wild colt Come by It
the old man, too. Well, they had monly used on the two-rocultivator three horses on the sulky plow and
cheek. Then she turned and was gone them upon her father.
out Stone had repeatedly given It out from
got
into
Sam
when
one
row
time
a
horse ap five horses on the gong plow cover .86
a
fourth
of
addition
and
the
from the room.
Culllson spoke. "Sit down, Dick,
that be could not be taken alive. But trouble. Luck told him he never wantthe amount acre and .91 acre per horse, respeclittle
.
but
parently
increases
It was a long time before the bunk And to his prisoner: "You too."
to
the
down
hlra
brought
Culllson had
tively. Four horses on the sulky plow
ed to see him again. Sam lit out and of ground covered per doy.
. house auleted. Curly, faint with weari
Flandrau saw close at hand for the valley bound and cowed. In due sea next folks knew he was trolling with
and six horses on the gang plow cover
use
sleep
of
find
to
the.
His
that
farmers
These
tried
and
ness, lay down
first time the man who had been Art son the bandits bad gone over the
a corn Dlnuer increases me emciency .72 and .78 acre per horse, respectively.
arm was paining a good deal and he zona's most famous fighting sheriff. road to Yuma. Soapy and the others Soapy's gong."
"Looks like some one ought to be of man labor 50 per cent over that However, the gang Is evidently a
felt feverish. The men of the Circle Luck Culllson was well-buihad sworn to get their revenge some
and
to pry him loose from that bunch,'
able
achieved when cutting and shocking by heavy load for four horses In the fall,
C and their guests sat down and
medium height, of a dark complexion, day. Now they were back In the hills Curly mused aloud.
excepting under favorable conditions.
hand.
argued the whole thing over. But aft
possible
Was
It
old
their
tricks.
wiry
Al
and muscular.
at
clean shaven,
gang plow Is a somewhat
Eighty bushels was on average day's The
er a time the doctor came in and had ready past fifty, he looked not a day that Culllson's son was with them,
load
heavier
for six horses, the most
He
house.
man
one
when
to
the
for
on
carried
farms
these
work
patient
the
more than forty. One glance was caught In a trap during some drunken
team used In the fall,
'
husking crn from the standing stalk popular-sizewas put in a good clean bed and his enough to tell Curly the kind of man frolic just as Curly had been? In wbat
London and Soapy
Laura
h
Is the
sulky for four
than
by
hand.
arm dressed again.
s
fully
more
pay
the
was. The power of him round ex way could Stone
Stone.
horses, but Is a lighter load than the
re
portable
elevator
The doctor brought him good news, this
ot
use
The
d
eyes debt of hate he owed the former
pression in the gray
sulky for three horses.
"Culllson is doing- - fine. He ought to
duces the time required to unload grain
sheriff than by making his son a vil
into the young outlaw.
bored
that
As far as man labor is concerned,
per
cent.
CONTINUED.)
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make It all right."
(TO
by
BB
about
bin
Into
the
"Yon have begun early, young fel lain?
Curly thought about the girl who
The use of a hay loader reduces by the gong plow drawn by six horses Is,
The little doctor came briskly Into
low," he said quietly. "But never mind
Ufe.
his
fought
for
Indian Origin.
had
Of
25 per cent the time required to of course, the most efficient unit both
about
room.
the
yon
your
convict
to
vmiMi not let him die. Doc." he that I don't ask
political
organization
powerful
a load of hay. The amount of in the spring and fall, but when horse
on
put
nurse.
The
"Everybody
out
but the
self. I Bent for you to tell you I don1
Inbecired.
named
was
after
the
"Tammany"
required
for unloading Into the labor as well as man labor Is conlabor
you for this." He touched the You've had company enough for one
"He'a too tough for that Luck Cul blame
of the Dela- mow Is only a little more than half sidered, it is seen that the advantage
"Tamanand"
chief
cheerily.
announced
Luck,"
dian
day,
ho
side.
wound in his
of this largest unit Is somewhat lessUson Is."
Kate followed Maloney and his pris ware tribe, who was famous for his as great when a hayfork is used as
"Different with your boys, sir."
ened.
Presentir Doctor Brown gave hlra a
Tammany
wisdom.
The
Is
by
hand.
done
work
and
when
the
virtues
"So the boys are a little excited, are oner, to the porch.
Sleeping powder and left blm. Soon
The men In this territory who use
"About the letters of your friend society was founded in New York city
they?"
asleep
and
fell
Curly
after that
"They were last night anyhow,' that was ahot" she said to Curly, May 12, 1782, and became Identified - manure spreaders haul and spread a TIMOTHY HAY IS NUTRITIOUS
ireamed about a slim dark girl with
"Poctor Brrfn was !tf!lng me what with the Republican, now tb Demo- elven amount of manure In less than
answered, with a glimmer tt
Curly
eves that could be
na
party.
V.
An
thi
half the time required by men who Contains About Three Times as Much
miá. IV
smlla
both tender and ferocious
Digestible Nutrients as There Is
haul in wagons and spread by hand.
In Corn Silage.
A large majority of the men reportTo drive rats out of a place, as apart convenient spot where they will find It
grain,
using
present
small
heard
their
ing
a
The
writer
has
of
broadcast
plans
several
from destroying them,
In 100 pounds of timothy hay there
attached to the
have been tried. One Is to blow a bugle case when this Is said to have proved endgate seeders wagon.
Only about are 48.8 pounds of digestible nutrisuccessful.
ordinary
an
of
box
are
they
because often and loudly In the places
Strangest Among the Many Remedies had to be deserted for months
25 per cent of the farmers reporting ents, or nearly three times as much
a rat catcher had poisoned all the rats, In the habit of frequenting.
'
Recommended for Exterminating
as there Is In corn silage. Corn silage,
own grain drills.
8tara of "Dipper."
alive, tar
was
a
rat
bodies
to
Is
catch
of
stench
dead
Another
and
the
the
the Pest
analyzes each field op- being a succulent feed and more palabulletin
The
dipper"
stars
of
are
the
The
"little
bell
small
a
be
to
hang
him all over, or
Intolerable. The best trap Is said
standpoint of man-lab- table Is, on the whole, more easily difull of water, the top cov- around his neck and let him loose all constantly moving at tremendous eration from the
horse-labo- r
regested.
Specialists have calculated
Bats are a great plague, and Just now a barrel half provided
requirements,,
mostly
in different di
with a trap door again; It Is said that this will frighten velocities and
un- ered In, and
we are suffering from them to an
size of machine, etc. The that one ton of timothy hay Is equivquirements,
say
astronomers,
rections,
but
vast
so
most
The
asplace.
a
soon
of
as
again
out
the
inhis brethren
that ehuts Itself
usual degree. They are difficult,
which the data on plowing alent to about two and a half tons
rat has fallen through. (This door curious way of getting rid of rats per- is their distance from us that they manner In summarized
deed, to get rid of.
Is typical of the of corn silage, says Hoard's Dairyman.
a have not changed their relative posi- have been
writing
them
trap
haps
well
of
Is
old
plan
the
the
and
should
fastened
be
obdisadvantage,
Poison has its
way in winch several suojects are Putting it In another way, when timoany
to
appreciable
extent
warnwithin
tions
rhyme,
In
catchbe
which
must
letter,
nights
before
several
for
serves a writer in London Answers. A baited
About 80 per cent of the thy hay Is worth $10 a ton corn silage
treated.
ing them to go and placing It In some the memory of man.
large monastery near Budapest once ing actually begins.)
... .
armer reported the use of sulky is worth $4.
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street.

One by Mr. Cruz Baca and

one by Mr. Eliseo Griego. These two
Mr. E. L. Fuller returned from a houses will be small, neat cottages,
business trip to Clayton and reports well finished and well roofed and will
business as rushing at the county be a credit to the town instead of a
.

seat.
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3 installing- an
soda fountain, counters and
shelves in his new store building.
Don Jose D. Armijo who has been
o.uitc sick for some time is slowly improving and was able to drive to town
this week.
Mr. Fuller is busily engaged in repainting and repairing the hotel
building he recently purchased from
Mr. Brown and expects to divide the
hall formerly used as a dance hall
into additional rooms to be used as
additional hotel rooms.
The first Chautauqua ever given in
Mosquero will commence June 14th.
in charge of the sale
The Committe-of tickets reports that everybody is
taking great interest in this coming
attraction and that tickets are selling
rapidly. Don't fail to attend this
highly instructive and entertaining
series of lectures and entertainments.
Benj. F. Brown is now in Oklahoma
where he was called Thursday of last
week by a telegram telling of the serious illness of his father, Mr. George
P. Brown, who is suffering from a
second attack of partial paralysis. Being quite aged, but little hopes of his
recovery is entertained.
Two new houses are under con-- ''
struction in Mosquero, both on Cedar"

5v

fornia and has undergone a surgical
operation is greatly improved and is
expected home in the near future.
Mr. Mitchell has been suffering for
some time and it is to be hoped that
he will now be permanently relieved.
A case of peculiar interest was set
for hearing before Justice of the
Peace A. H. McGlothlin for Monday,
June 7th, but was postponed on account of the absence of Benj. F.
Brown, one of the attorneys. Louis
Garcia, a minor, brought suit through
his father against Florencio Gonzales.
Louis Garcia alleges that he was
struck in the chest by Gonzales some
three months ago, that as a result of
the blow he was sick in bed up until a
few weeks ago, when he had an operation performed at the Plumlee
hospital at Roy and he ask3 damages
to cover the costs incurred by reason
of the sickness and resulting

Largest Membership.
The French I.eglon of Honor has a
much larger membership than any other prominent order.
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high-grad-

sparing no effort Jn adapting the repertoire of plays to Chautauqua needs.
The costuming Is superb while tho
dark background of rich curtains and
elaborate front drop form an excellent setting for the splendid artistry
of the Kenilworth Players.

i

: 4
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Signature of Applicant.
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any-bac-

RICKETT'S

JAZZ BAND.

One of the big Jobs of a Chautau- secured a Jazz Band for the 192th
qua manager is to keep the programs program.
There Is nothing coarse ini

Tastes change every year its programs, but it's a real jazarimba--outfiwith worlds of ginger and go.

Results oí Tractor Demonstration
Held at Pampa Texas

and the managers have to keep hunting new attractions to meet new
popular demands. ' Just now there Is
a tremendous craze for "Jazz" music.
Jazz orchestras are playing
in the
cities, "Jazz" songs are on the piano,
ánd more "jazz" records are sold by
the talking machine people than all
others combined. ,
In order to keep the Cadmean
Chautauquas
Mr.

It la composed of four men who
and saxophones and drums aud'
accordion and trombone and who
chango around so that the audience
is never sure of tho next combinaIn addition to the Jazz timo
tion.
Instrumental music the men make up-fine male quartet and give many
vocal numbers. This unique attraction presents two stampedes on: tha
manager, has last day.

Pampa, Texas, May 20. Analysis of the results--, of the trautor demon
stration held in i'ampa last week snows mat uie lowest cost per acre recoru. Franklin, the general
was made bv ti EumIv. whicfevwith a horsepower of 16-3- 0 in two hours and.
cents.
fourteen minutes plowed four acres at an average cost of thirty-seve- n
an acre. The engine Durnea Kerosene, ine mgnest cost pre acre was regis-t.erehv an Avcrv whose operating expenses averaged $1.08 per acre, burnburning'
ing gasoline. The next highest cost per acre was mth a
Emerson, which.registered an average, of.$1,04 per acre. Another Emerson Two Girls
cents. The average
burning' kerosene made an average of only forty-nin- e
and thifteen-fourteentcost per acre fur alL of the engines was sixty-fiv- e
'
v
'
cents.
Dúo Clever Entertainers
The compete record of entries, tima, fuel costs,, in .plowing, on old land: Chicago
kei-Jke- ne

MakeBig Hit

RECORD OF TIME AND FUEL COST PER AdRE. PLOWING OLD LAND
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Will Laugh It to Death.

You helped give the Boche all that was coming tavhimi.
Have you got anything: coming to you? Have you hact
with your compensation, vocational training or insurance? Are you in need of medical treatment, gwt.
pay coming, any undelivered. Liberty Bonds, aa&: red',
tape you want cut?
Tell your troubles t&the members of
ROY POST NO. 33,
American Legion,
Roy, New Mexico.
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PLAYERS.
progr :trt3 end bigger crowds in the
'big tops ' which visit about 7,000
cities every scaRon.
The Kenilworth Company 13 stricttheatrical
ly an artistic,
attraction, the personnel is completely In accord with Chautauqua ideas
and ideals and the management Is

The Cadmean ChaVauquas are this
season offering one ot the biggest features ever attempted on small town
Chautauquas. The well known Kenilworth' Players are to ppear on the
Chautauqua here. They will give a
play to be announced later. This
company has been organized for several years, giving tlie best plays tn
literaturo.
The announcement of this heavy attraction on a Chautanqua program is
an added evidence of the popularity
and progress of the Chautauqua
movement. 'Every season sees better
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Jazz Band Kills Chautauqua
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and ájelígh.tful girl. Made up of stirring
exciting events.
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I hereby subscribe to the constitution of THE
AMERICAN LEGION and apply for enrollmeat in
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charming daughter, true to type, pride of

What Appealed; to Robert
father' wasn't anxious to- - hat fr
liobert play with a certain urchin la
the neighborhood whose language
wasn't always proper, so he said,
"Robert, seems to Eie that boy always
has a dirty face; If I were yon I'd
play with someone else that Is clenn-er.- "
To which Robert Tesponded,
"Why, daddy, 1 don't need to look at
PiCmy Race.
! ihs Amiaman is- - liis fare hut he's got the best legs on
Thp natives
;.vc!a';e three the ball team."
1 i)
mid
I..
n
elrv(
ícet
:.v,.n. ""ill

...v

:

Military Organization

the countryside and goddess of the cowboys; a singularly attractive hero, just
bad enough to be human and interesting;
bad me,n true to the period and environment, and a "black sheep" brother of the
heroine enmeshed in their wiles. Contains
a romantic sub-nlinvolving the brother

j nis

;

Name

A splendid story breathing the true spirit
of western adventure. Based upon the
"rustling" wars and implacable feuds of
cowmen and sheep raisers.
Principal
characters are a cattleman who has won
the title of gamest sheriff in Arizona; his

r

'

;

tii::-"

Application for Membership in the
AMERICAN LEGION

Cattle rustling! Horse stealing! A near
lynching! A $20,000 robbery! Sher- v
iff kidnaped! Disappearance
of the Heroine.

Tr"
Natural Supposition.
employ such n redundancy
girls
!
The
describing their
o nomenclature In
nightr
such as
garments,
thoy ever
gowns, for instance, that if
style oí
really should come to our
they'd call 'em Bt.ep-l- n
dress we siiP""e
Stale Journal.
pants.-C- hi..

,

Get in touch with your local Post. You can use the
blank below in making application for membership. ,The
membership fee is now $3.00 per year. We need you. You

i

Story With a Punch

Cow-Punch- er

.

fi.

need us.

A

at Chautauqua.

people.
It is reported that Mr. T. E.
who has been quite sick in Cali

i

r

Will Give Compbto Play

disgrace as are some of the shacks
that have been built by the native

Mr. Wynne

(

Kenilworth Players to Be Here

2

'

V,i

Kerosene
B. Solar
Kerosene
Kerosene
Kerosene
Kerosene
Gasoline
Gasoline

'

,

5

Kerosc-n- o

..'

100
.50 21'5
.0-1 07
.5!)
183
.40 220
103
1.04
.50. 216
.00 112

0 .05

3

Gasoline

5

Mi-

3
3
3
5

..Kerosene

5

4:10
2:30
2:14
2:51
3:00
2:42
2:54

Kerosene
Keccsene
Kciosene
Kerosene
Kiroscr.e
Kerosene
D. Solar

3

18-3-

0

r.

15-3-

0

24,Aultman-T&ylo-

r.

22-4-

5

..OS

5

.01
.37

4Vá

M

2114--

3:09
3:02
2:31

1

3

23 B.'Solar"
B. Solar

..Kerosene

2Vb
4Mj
3

'.80

135
207

I Kerosene

3"

.

.52
.52

.49
1.08
Avery
.81
3 Vi
8
Avery .
G'-.60
.
0
Averv
.86
2
..Kerosene 3
. 0
International
.72
Kerosene 2
0
Titan
.07
3
19.9(1
01 r'ik-- n
Kerosene
-- -1
,
.
.
,
Ú1 VlCUflV
"
i.
tDid not iinish; engine not developing suiiiciens power io yuu
Did not finish on account of breaking plow.
Did not finish on account of breken governor.
Fuel costs were as follows: Gasoline, 29e; kerosene, 22'ic;
Time on abeve work Í3 figured at advertised plowing speeds for
Hart-Par-

r

15-3-

7--

14-225-515-3-

10-2-

,

2

3 Mi

3
3

0

2:22
2:42
2:22
3:04
2:57
2:50

1
2
3'J

..

Gasoline
Kerosene
Kerosene

1

'

.

...

'A

5

5
5

2--

3

2
5

'

r

207
220
100
133
180
125
150
161.
.

3--

4

3-- 4

2--

5

3

5--

8

5

iuu.

23c.

each
cost ! fuel used in going first round, before filling tanks, prorated
from fuel Uld on rest of round?,

Adv.

?

1

5

0-10-1-

Aultman-Taylo-

25
20
27
28
29
30

2--

101
ISO
200
100
.177
291
180
183
101

IV..

Joy,

3- -1

.07
.58
.54

.00
.59
.07

Spreading

The Joy you give others will retura
to you with interest. To be sure you
do not help others for returns. That
would be mercenary nnd where It is
practiced men soon learn to read the
motives that- prompt it. The result Is
a lonesome man in a short time. You
will give your Joy for the Joy it gives
you to give it. You fed rewarded a
in knowing you have'
hundredfold
helped someWly. Their grateful hearts
respond with overflowing gladness and
gratitude. It's no wonder you're glad
Yet it's merely the action of the oU
law that - wanls tin tiUvuistic spirit
with l)les.jn;:s.

1-

3
3
5Va

AVs

play-pian-

CHICAGO DUO
Tho Chicago Entertainers come to
Chautauqua for tho solo purpose o
amusing and entertaining their hearers. And since that Is their object
they do the things which their past
experience has shown to be most acceptable to the groat American Chautauqua public.
No ma'i'r what forms of new en-- ;
tertair.:.iciit come or what old ones
go, most 'Chautauqpans like good
lively reading aud good lively singing. This ii exactly what these-twladles do Id two preludes to Mr. Kind-ley'- s
lectures on the fourth day of the
Better
big approaching assembly.
plan to hear thorn.

r

1,

'

"i

it

"At timos we teemed perilously near
the Jumping off place."

